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The Greenleaf Review is edited and published by Whittier
College students to reflect the wide variety of voices and
experiences comprising our dynamic community.
We hope this unwavering representation of who we are can
help guide us through these challenging times and contribute
to the experiment of openness, inclusion, and leadership that
is Whittier at its best.
Welcome to our Voices in Color, enjoy the view!

Letter from the Editors
We would like to thank everyone who made it possible for us to continue the evolution of The Greenleaf Review in its 34th edition and acknowledge the hard work of
our staff, Media Council, and Sigma Tau Delta. Our staff has worked hours on end
to create this journal for the public in order to give everyone a chance to witness the
unmatched talent of Whittier College’s students.
None of this would be possible without the dedication of our contributors. In a
year of uncertainty, the hard work and creativity of the Whittier College student
body was a constant. Hundred of different colors make up the color wheel, just as
hundreds of individual perspectives compose the Poet Community. Thank you, all of
you, for allowing us to display your many unique, talented, colorful voices.
A special thank you to Professor Joe Donnelly, whose knowledge of journalism and
publishing has helped guide this journal along the way. From him, we have all learned
the ins-and-outs of the publishing process, as well as how to become better contributors to our society.
We hope you enjoy our work as you read, see, and feel our voices in color.
– River Danner, Executive Editor | Tori O’Campo, Creative Director

Letter on Behalf of Sigma Tau Delta
Despite all the uncertainties that have plagued us over the course of this past year,
I am certain this edition of The Greenleaf Review is something to be immensely proud of.
Sigma Tau Delta had a hand in its publication; however, it is the many students who
submitted, reviewed, edited, designed, and contributed to what you are reading right
now who deserve to be recognized above all else.
This issue strives to showcase the unique voices that need to be heard across the
entire student body, showcasing the incredible range of talent that you are about to
become witness to. By reading this issue, the voices of all those who made this issue
possible are not only heard – they are also amplified. Regardless of the challenges that
have been consistent for over a year now, the 34th edition of The Greenleaf Review has
helped maintain a community that Whittier College can be proud of.
I want to acknowledge Co-President, Milah Afonin, for her continued work with
Sigma Tau Delta by coordinating and showcasing what our students have to offer. I
also want to give my thanks to the ENGL 290 class for making The Greenleaf Review
into the work of art you are holding right now. Thanks, too, to the Media Council for
providing the funding to produce this particularly colorful issue. This year’s work
is a testament to the wonder our students can create and achieve in a time of stress,
pressure, and unforgiving circumstances. I hope you enjoy this issue as much as we
enjoyed creating it.
– Yasmin Mendoza, Sigma Tau Delta Co-President
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One Day We All Woke Up
By Isabel Montero

You mean to tell me that one day we all woke up
and the world had had enough?
They tell us to stay home.
To sanitize and sanitize, to make clean.
But clean, never feels clean enough.
To wear a mask.
To wear two, just in case.
No one prepared us to live
in a time where
handshakes could be fever,
hugs could be nausea,
kisses could be death.
A time when one must prepare for the worst,
cross their fingers and hope for the best.
Arguments about masks.
The freedom to breathe.
The freedom to die.
The freedom to kill others.
But some are learning,
who and what is essential,
to smile with their eyes,
to acknowledge rage and joy as siblings,
to be optimistic and realistic,
to see friends through small cubes,
and choose to laugh, rather than sob,
when our computer screen freezes.

Zoom – Sage Amdahl
8
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Rainbow of a Woman
By Madison Duran

“I don’t understand this woman,” is what they always say.
I reflect on this daily, the complexities that come
when I flavor my aura a bubble gum pink, oh so sweet.
Everyone wants a piece of me. Pink sugar cravings
leave them thirsty for more. But, somedays that’s not the case.
Sometimes I’m more of a forest green, with a will
stronger than an oak tree. Grounded in morality.
My ancestors planted these resilient roots,
I know my worth so don’t test me.
And, what about the days when I’m violet?
The kind where I need a helping hand, will they be there?
Hues of purple and blue may scare them off,
I wouldn’t be surprised. But, I promise these days are beautiful too.
Vulnerability painted across my sapphire skies, peaking through the clouds.
This is when I feel the most beautiful.
And, there will be days when I’m a sweltering red. A fiery sunset,
are they afraid to get burned? I’m not going anywhere, so
they should let me know now if they prefer lukewarm.
My scarlet intensity is not for the weak, passionate flames whenever I speak.
I unapologetically embrace these colors I used to water down.
Intricately compounded in beauty, perseverance, and pain.
With a color wave like this, I was never meant to be understood.

10

Pink

– Sage Amdahl
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Transformational
Moments
By Karen Romero
“There are moments in our lives
that are transformational.”

T

hese first words of José Calderón’s
2014 Tedx Talk are carried by a
humbling, trustworthy voice that echoes
throughout his audience, as he insightfully
presents his experiences rather than reciting a formal speech. Through a knack for
storytelling, Calderón finds ways to expand the influential way of communication
in sharing knowledge. When he talks, it’s
hard not to listen.
As the son of immigrant farm workers,
Calderón’s journey began from struggling
to learn English in the first grade, to serving as one of the leading Latino activists,
scholars, writers, and grassroots organizers
in Southern California. These meaningful
experiences provide him with a unique perspective on how transformative our experiences can truly be.
As Calderón dissects the transformational moments that formed the basis of his
own views and sense of purpose, he recalls
getting on a bus as a recent University of
Colorado graduate with 57 dollars in his
pocket to hear renowned labor activist
César Chávez speak at the central headquarters of farm workers. There, and within his “Wrath of Grapes” campaign (1986)
across the U.S., Chávez brought national
awareness to the importance of migrant
farmers who were underrepresented within
a field of work that was dangerous, due to
the growing amount of toxic pesticides essential to growing crops.
Ultimately, they were frontline workers,
in providing to society and risking not only
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their own lives, but the ones of their families and consumers as well. He also reflects
on his mother’s endless capacity for empathy towards the underrepresented. Instead
of praying to the Virgin Mary, it was routine for Calderón’s family to pray to Martin de Porres, a lesser known Black patron
saint of the poor, public health workers,
service workers, and racial harmony.
Calderón’s reflections reminded me of
the Bernie Sanders rally I attended when
I was 17. That was where I had first met
Calderón. The event itself was a first for
me, too, and I clearly recall how the flow of
new ideas and compassion at the rally on a
football field in Pomona gave me a glimmer
of hope that our country would be heading towards a new path. Among the people
there, I met Calderón and we briefly spoke.
Humble in nature, he didn’t stand out from
the crowd, but seemed comfortable within
it. Despite being so outspoken, he embodied all the traits of a real listener, too.
An entire election cycle later, I’m speaking to Calderón again as our country is at a
crossroads once again, depleted of most of
the hope I had four years ago. In a series of
seismic events this year, including a global COVID-19 pandemic, mass Black Lives
Matter protests, and the demise of our democracy, we have been forced to confront
the unstable foundation of systems and
institutions that have fundamentally hindered our growth.
Although this collapse has unspooled
the built up despair that many are feeling,
it’s also brought forth a collective yearning
for catharsis. Calderón remains optimistic.
As I begin my conversation with Pitzer
College’s Professor Emeritus of Sociology

and Chicanx/Latinx Studies through Zoom
under the limitations of the pandemic, the
bright Dolores Huerta poster in the background of his office wall helps diminish the
distance between us. Calderón is welcoming and comforting, a quality not always
present within academia. Like many other
professors across the country, Calderón is
still teaching virtually. However, he has
faced the same difficulties during the new
shift to online learning, as the class he
teaches specifically emphasizes community involvement and action, an aspect that
has posed limited due to the restrictions of
COVID-19. An aspect that is also especially
important during a time of separation.
I asked Calderón about the resurgence
of collective action on a broad scale with
the rise of the Black Lives Matter, a movement that has reached new peaks in terms
of mobilization this year by protesting racist and systemic police brutality that disproportionately affects Black Americans.
Calderón replied that the Black Lives Matter movement has not only given him hope
for a collective response to racism, but
had been encouraged by Black Lives Matter’s ability to explain police brutality as a
symptom of what is happening in our communities, regarding issues rooted in racism
and oppression.
He notes that there is a wider lens to
view these intersecting issues. “It is a
movement that’s building unity and is trying to focus on the problems that are hurting our communities,” says Calderón. He
continues by suggesting a significant solution: “And in the long term, having a vision
of not only multiracial unity, but thinking
about how we can begin to develop a new
economy that really serves the interests of
our community, and not just the interest of
a few to make profit is necessary.”
Black Lives Matter has drawn attention
not only to police brutality, but has highlighted the systemic issues of poverty, racism, and lack of healthcare that Calderón
says has excluded Black and Latino communities from society as a whole. He notes
the reach that the contemporary movement
has had globally, which reminds him of the
earlier movements of Malcom X and César
Chávez. Like the grape boycott led by Ce-

sar Chávez in the late 1960’s that spread to
parts of Europe and Japan, Calderón notices the international parallel that the Black
Lives Matter movement has spurred.

◊◊◊
“The reason is not that we don’t
have the capacity, but the structure
itself has destroyed our capacity
and has led many of our people into
thinking that we don’t have the capacity. They teach that because they
want us as farmworkers, they wanted African Americans as slaves, and
they want Native Americans on reservations.”

W

hen I asked about how essential
affirmative action is within the
context of the 2020 election, where the future of affirmative action is at stake once
again on the ballot with Proposition 16
(which would repeal Proposition 209, and
consider factors such as race, ethnicity,
and gender to strengthen diversity in public institutions), Calderón admits that he
is a product of the social movements that
advocated for affirmative action. Reflecting
on his own experience, Calderón explains
that when he was a student at the University of Colorado, he was one of the only five
Latinos on campus while the only African
American students present were athletes.
Protests led by African American students demanding more inclusive campuses
sparked Calderón’s involvement in building takeovers and other forms of collective
action that began to draw attention to the
structural inequality of higher education.
He further discusses that the exclusion
of people of color from educational institutions is intentional and has harmful effects on the psyche of racially marginalized
youth.
“The reason is not that we don’t have the
capacity, but the structure itself has destroyed our capacity and has led many of
our people into thinking that we don’t have
the capacity,” Calderón explains. “They
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teach that because they want us as farmworkers, they wanted African Americans
as slaves, and they want Native Americans
on reservations.” Through more access to
higher education, he says, we can begin to
infiltrate the institutions that have historically suppressed our communities in order
to undo the erasure of our heritage, history,
and presence.
On a more intimate note, Calderón dissects his own terrifying experience with
COVID-19 this past August. Despite being
extremely cautious, Calderón’s entire immediate family was exposed to the virus,
which caused Calderón to be the sickest
he’s ever been. Enduring two trips to the
hospital during the month that it took him
to recover, Calderón still feels the lingering
effects of COVID-19 today.
What also lingers is the lasting rhetoric
of former President Trump encouraging
people to not wear masks, open businesses
and schools, and ultimately undermining
the severity of the global pandemic. There
are more layers to the pandemic; particularly, deeply rooted social issues that continue to persist, which highlight the inequality between different communities.
The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention cites race and ethnicity as “risk
markers” that contribute to underlying
conditions, such as socioeconomic status,
access to healthcare, and high risk occupations like frontline work. Communities
of color are disproportionately affected by
the virus, in how minority groups are more
likely to be discriminated against within a
system that continues to underrepresent
their contributions, and widen the gap of
social and economic inequality.
Ultimately, people of color aren’t given
the same wide range of opportunities to
achieve an adequate way of life that guarantees their well-being, even during a time
when that is more important than ever.
Calderón recognizes this and says, “I
think we’re seeing a real increase in the
number of people of color that are now
coming out to vote and are really motivated
like never before. They are the ones that are
being hit the hardest. They’ve seen grandparents, fathers, and mothers who have
died and know that what the president is
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saying is really a form of genocide. People
are dying that shouldn’t have died.”
He contributes the careless loss of life on
a mass scale to the lack of a national plan to
combat the Coronavirus. One of Calderón’s
former students, Juan De Lara, who now
teaches at the University of Southern California, has researched the effects of environmental racism particularly within
Southern California through our predominantly Latino and Black workforce. In his
book, Inland Shift-Race, Space, and Capital in Southern California, De Lara explains
that, “Work camps and barrios are just
two examples of how differentiated space
has been deployed to contain and control
racialized bodies while at the same time
making their labor available for capitol.”
The concentration of Latinos and Black
Americans in underserved communities
amidst the pandemic has highlighted the
lack of critical infrastructure necessary
to close these concerning gaps within our
community. “We are the only highly capitalist country in the world that doesn’t
have free healthcare,” Calderón states. For
his part, he pledges to continue advocating
for universal healthcare within the U.S. in
the long term, as a way to fight for the communities with the most structural obstacles set before them.
I asked Calderón about the stakes on
the upcoming Presidential election and
he pointed out the communities that are
most at risk if Trump were to be re-elected. Approximately 785,000 individuals on
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
(DACA) would risk deportation as the
policy now remains in the hands of the Supreme Court. A large number of immigrants
from Central America living in the U.S. on
Temporary Protected Status face the possibility of deportation as well.
He explains that in order to combat
this as best as he can, he’s been doing everything to encourage people to vote in
this election as resistance to systemic racism, sexism, xenophobia and homophobia.
Calderón supported Bernie Sanders earlier
this year because he saw the Sanders campaign as offering a new vision of life within
America by structurally improving systems
and institutions. While the Biden/Harris

campaign itself doesn’t envision this exact
transition, Calderón says Biden’s proposed
policies will at least help restore some of
what was stripped during the Trump administration.
The stakes are high, but Calderón remains hopeful, “Millions of people have already voted, so things are looking up and
I’m hopeful.” Young people, who he claims
comprised the foundation of the Sanders
campaign and now largely support the
Biden/Harris ticket, spark most of his confidence in the future.
Melissa Ayala, a young Pomona resident
who views Calderón as her mentor emphasizes his commitment to supporting youth.
She first met Calderón at a protest when
she was eight years old and created a formal relationship with him after she graduated high school in 2011 working on community organizing in Pomona.
“I owe a lot of personal growth to him
as he helped me find my own voice within
the community,” says Ayala. “By working
together, I learned to have a voice and not

be afraid even when there were rightwing
conservatives attacking us verbally and
following us. Sometimes it was scary, but I
knew if we did not fight, things would remain the same.”
Before we ended our conversation,
Calderón encouraged me to imagine the
creation of places that can serve our communities and our people. As our future remains unclear, the capacity to create culture and construct the world around us is
in our hands, no matter how hard external
forces attempt to destroy us.
On a final optimistic note, Calderón confidently states: “If we begin to create spaces and places that are examples of that,
then you begin to build a whole new system. And in our lives, whether at home or
on campus, even though you may not have
any money, you will always have the capacity to create spaces and places like that —
and that’s what keeps me going.”

Partial Eclipse – Emerson Little
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Phantasm
By Kim Tsuyuki

I trade the clouds
for my subconscious,
the void suffocates me.
What a shame
			 s t i l l n o d r e a m s .
A jolt to my brain
scares me awake.
			
They are climbing up.
The room is still.
			No dreams.
			 R u n .

Surveillance and Destruction – Heidi Metro
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Ice Cold Black
By Victoria Longino

I remembered the first taste of you
putting on your obsidian skates.
You were a goddess in that
black swan feathered dress.
Slick back brunette hair and
your long charcoal talons.
Swirling around like a
tornado of feathers.
The talcum powder falls.
Turning into a copper perfume that
lingers over my body of ice.
I was your ice cold pond.
Quickly, I grew fond of you.
Over and over you glided,
on my frosty thin flesh,
signing death’s name in cursive
on my icy corpse.
I saw the pomegranate waterfall
cascade down my arms.
Swiftly skating over
my wrist and thighs.
I was afraid you would
break my thin ice.
There is only so much
I can hold until.. [crack!]

Your skates skimmed
across the other side.
The buildup of frost
trips you, now you
wobble your arms
and stomp your skates.
You fall for me.
My body of ice embraces you.
I give you frostbite.
In the midst of
my marbled pond,
the dead swan lies.
Leaving a trail of pomegranate seeds.

Lonely Lights – Keidan Chavez
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Familia
By Jurhandi Molina
“Internal bleeding. Abué dice que
no pueden parar la sangría.”

T

hose were the words María heard as
she woke up from her nap in her parent’s room after finishing another round of
online college classes. As she yawned and
stretched to wake herself up, she heard the
muffled voice of her mamá crying into something. Could it have been a pillow? Maybe
her papá’s shoulders? Who knew? What she
did know was that she didn’t want to exit
the room in fear of hearing more bad news.
Earlier in the day, she heard her mamá
whisper to her papá about “mí papá,”
María’s great grandpa, being in the hospital. María’s first thought was that her
great-grandpa was in the hospital because
of COVID-19 since México wasn’t taking
the virus seriously. The Mexican government believed that it was a ploy from the US
to avoid traveling to México because they
didn’t want “illegal immigrants and rapists who only brought crimes to the US” to
come. Maria constantly saw people online
wearing no masks and heard from her mama
that their family was visiting people. Her
stomach churned as she assumed the worst
and secretly prayed that it was nothing bad.
“Ellos dicen, ‘it’s stomach problems’, but
they aren’t too sure what it is. Let’s just pray
it’s just that,” her mamá said worriedly as
she kissed papá and waved at María before
leaving for work.
María sighed in relief when she heard
those words, then felt a massive amount of
sadness rush into her. She knew her great
grandpa was a strong old man who had tackled death numerous times, but somehow
this felt different. It felt like the stakes were
higher, like something was going to happen
that would fuck the whole dynamic of today.
With the news of her great-grandpa ringing
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in her head, she wondered if there was a correlation between last night and now.
María couldn’t sleep that night. Something kept her up that she couldn’t put her
finger on. She laid in bed hoping that staring
at the ceiling for long enough would put her
to sleep. Staring at the cold ceiling made her
feel frozen and alone, yet she felt that someone was staring back at her from beyond the
ceiling. María then heard a whisper coming
from her right.
It said, “familia”. She shot up from her bed
and looked around to see if her younger sister was messing with her. María’s sister always loved playing tricks on her, especially
on nights she knew Maria would freak out
because of her sleepless state. She grabbed
her phone and turned on the flashlight. She
looked over to her sister’s side of the room
only to find that her sister fast asleep, facing the wall, with her phone on the vanity.
Thinking she was faking it, María waited a
couple of minutes to see if her sister would
move. She didn’t.
María, still in shock, laid back in bed and
covered herself with her blankets. After a
couple of minutes under the warmth of her
blankets, she started to doze off when she
heard “familia” again.
She ripped off the blankets. “What the
fuck? I thought it was my imagination. Am I
going crazy here?” she whispered.
She grabbed her phone and saw that the
time was “3:28 a.m.” She knew she had to
sleep soon but something was keeping her
up. Was it the stress from school or stress
from staying at home almost all the time
during the pandemic?
Whatever it was, maybe music would
help. Music always calmed her down. She
put on her earbuds, opened Spotify, and
searched for the Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse soundtrack. The songs in the movie were amazing, especially “Start a Riot.”

She pressed ‘Shuffle Play’ on the album,
put the phone down, and waited for the first
song to play. When the music started and
she heard the opening line, she grabbed her
phone and saw that the song playing was
“Familia.” Her eyes lit up with confusion
and she paused it.
“What the actual fuck, I-I think I’m going crazy. This can’t be a coincidence that
I am hearing that familia whisper shit and
now the one song that’s playing from the
soundtrack is called “Familia.” I think I’m
losing it,” she groaned as she buried her face
into her hands.
María quickly took off the earbuds and
put them back in the case, hoping that she
could hide from the issue. She grabbed her
phone to see that “Familia” was still paused
and the time was “5:48 a.m.”
She took in a deep breath, “I just need to
calm down, I-I could just be hallucinating
this shit…. but I don’t know. Maybe if I slept
it would help.”
She shook her head to snap herself out of
it. María pondered a bit and thought that
maybe she was just worried about her family because COVID-19 still hadn’t gotten any
better. Maybe it was because she was going
to visit her family in México soon and feared
that she would get them infected, especially
considering how high the number of cases
were in California.
María laid back in her bed again, closed
her eyes, and attempted to fall asleep once
more. Sadly, she couldn’t. She grabbed her
phone again and started looking on Reddit
to see if anyone had a similar experience
to her. After scrolling and finding nothing,
she looked away from the screen towards
the only window in her room. Outside was
the small garden that her family had created when California went into lockdown, the
morning light shining onto it. She looked at
her phone again. It said, “7:48 a.m.”
Once it hit “10 am,” she migrated to her
parent’s room. She went about her day, connecting to three classes that met on Friday
and constantly worrying about her grandfather. She barely participated in the in-class
discussions and even fucked up her presentation because she was distracted on Reddit, trying to find a reason for last night.
It was “2:45 pm,” almost the end of her

last class, and her eyes were slowly drooping as it neared “2:55 pm.” Once class was
over, she logged out and retreated under her
parents’ blankets to sleep.
“Familia…..famil…” she whispered as she
fell asleep.
Hours later María woke up and heard,
“Internal bleeding. Abué dice que no pueden
parar la sangría.”
Her mamá was crying in the living room,
trying to hold on to the hope that this was
all a nightmare. That the news she just heard
was fake. That her papá wasn’t really in the
hospital but at home, with mamá’s family
getting ready to visit soon. María still didn’t
want to come out from under the blankets.
She knew what was going on, but she didn’t
want to process it.
“I was going to see them soon. Why did
another bad incident have to happen so
close to the last one?” Mamá sighed.

◊◊◊

“Everyone felt the weight of the
deaths on their shoulders.”

B

efore the start of COVID-19 and toward the beginning of it, two family
members on her mamá’s side died of health
complications. Both incidents plagued
Mamá with guilt and sadness. Guilt that she
couldn’t be in México to see those family
members before they passed and when they
were buried, but also guilt that she hadn’t
spent more time with them since immigrating to the US.
Now the possibility that there might be
a third death coming soon worried Maria.
She remembered when Mama’s aunt passed.
How they had heard the news about Mamá’s
aunt whom she had grown up with as a
child. Hearing that she was dead and that
Mamá couldn’t say her last goodbye to her
had devastated Mamá. María had tried her
best to make her smile and laugh to help
with her depression. She always felt guilty
when she couldn’t make her mamá smile, especially when she needed it.
Then, not too long after, María’s cousin
died; this death crushed Mamá. She didn’t
smile once that whole month. Everyone felt
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the weight of the deaths on their shoulders
and tried their best to comfort Mamá any
way they could.
This possible death of Mamá’s grandpa,
whom she called her true papá, would feel
as if she had been stabbed through the heart
a thousand times.

◊◊◊

T

his wasn’t the first time Maria’s great
grandpa had been in the hospital
due to his health and her mamá had cried
a stream of tears for him. Rather, that was
what frightened María: her mamá had dealt
with many deaths recently. This was taking a massive toll on her mental health. If
her grandpa died, she would go through the
worst depression María has ever seen from
her.
She heard the door creak open and saw
her mamá crying. María watched her for a
bit, then got up from the bed and hugged
her mamá, the warm embrace filled with
love and sorrow. María felt her mamá’s tears
soak into her shirt as she let all of her emotions out onto her hija, and tried her best to
comfort her mamá. They stood hugging for
what felt like hours until her mamá let go of
the embrace and began to pack.
“Mamá, what are you doing?”
Mamá tried her best to stay positive.
“María, necesito ir a México, so I can see mi
papá con mi familia,” she said, trying to hold
back the tears.
María’s heart stopped when Mamá said
familia, the word ringing louder and louder each time she played it back in her head.
It seemed as if time had stopped for María;
she was frightened not solely because of the
familiar word, but also because her mamá
insisted on traveling to México so last minute. She trusted that her mamá would stay
safe and not get sick. She also knew it had
to be done.
If she didn’t go, her mamá would feel unbearably guilty for not seeing her papá before he passed at his home, where he found
comfort and memories in the foundation
of what he built with his big, loving family. María, knowing her mamá was adamant
about leaving, helped her pack for the trip
while her papá tried his best to book a
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last-minute ticket.
It was now “8:12 p.m.,” and the whole family was rushing to get Mamá ready to leave
for México. Once everything was ready,
Mamá called one last time to her family for
updates about her papá. Her face turned
from hopeful to one that was ready to give
up on life. She gave the phone to Papá and
sat down on the couch to recollect herself.
Papá listened to the update and tried his
best to understand everything that was being said. He looked over at María and her
sister for comfort. Then the big news hit
him, and his face turned to dread, and he
went to hold Mamá tightly.
“Mi papá tenía un golpe and they don’t
know how much longer he has,” said Mamá
with a muffled voice.

He would be the third family member
from Mamá’s side to have passed recently.
The word familia rang again in María’s head
midway through the trip to the airport. She
recollected what happened throughout the
day and a single tear flowed down her cheek.
She knew what it was and what it meant.
María tried to hold back her tears in the
backseat to keep her mamá from seeing her
cry, and crying along with her.

As soon as they got to the airport, Papá
helped Mamá get her luggage and her protective gear she would wear on her flight.
After Mamá had everything, she said her last
goodbyes to the family before she left. They
watched her walk away from the van and
into LAX.
“Familia,” María faintly said as her papá
drove away from LAX and back home.

◊◊◊

M

aría and the rest of the family knew
it was time to leave. The family began to grab any extra items that Mamá needed to take for her flight. Face masks, a face
shield, and some hand sanitizer to keep her
safe. As they were preparing to go outside
and put Mamá’s stuff in the van, they gave
her lots of hugs and kisses. They knew they
wouldn’t be able to walk her inside LAX
and keep her company while waiting for her
flight. So, they had to say their goodbyes before leaving.
As Papá drove to the airport, he tuned into
the Christmas radio station 103.5 FM to try
to liven up the mood. The attempt was sadly unsuccessful as Papá held Mamá’s hand
to comfort her, tears slowly falling onto his
hand. María and her sister sat in the back,
nervous about what might happen to their
Mamá, wondering if she would be okay.
“The man who will drive me to the hospital to see mi papá was the same one who
drove me to see mi Abuélita when she passed
away,” Mamá said, trying to hold back tears.
This realization from everyone in the car
broke their spirits. They understood that
this could be it. This was the final nail to
break Mamá heart, this would cause Mamá
the most pain. They knew she was going to
say goodbye to her papá for the final time
and this would be their last time hearing
about him in the living sense.
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– Hailey Garcia
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Rebel Yell – Keidan Chavez
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Nopalita

By Victoria Longino
Soy una nopal.
Madura y fuerte.
Estoy hecha de espinas.
Cada vez que crezco,
florezco mis flores.
Con cada daño, yo logró
permanecer enraizada.
Soy una nopal,
los pies de mis antepasados.
Caminan dentro de mis raíces.
Comen de mi saborizante fruta.
Sobreviví sin mucha agua.
Absorbo agua para mis queridos.
Mis antepasados dejan un rastro
de semillas por el camino.
Soy una nopal.
Convertida en los
sueños de mis antepasados.
Cargo el nopal en la frente.

Until I See You – Tori O’Campo
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Queen Conch
By Isabel Montero

How inconspicuous you are,
burrowing yourself in the sand.
Guarding yourself with sharp edges.
Trying to shield your insides.
You’ve only ever known how to accommodate.
They crawl inside, they use, and they leave,
making what’s left feel more hollow.
But once in a while,
someone takes the time
to pick you up
and listen.
You tell them your story.

Sandy Days –

River Danner

The peacefulness of the tide,
the destruction of the waves.
Both pummeled and embraced.
Cracked and resilient.
You’re so quiet, so still,
but the ocean roars inside of you.
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The Women’s Mural
By Sage Amdahl

G

rowing up in Helena, Montana was
nothing special. My average day
consisted of kicking the shins of boys who
stomped on ant hills for fun and secretly
rewarding myself for good grades with Italian cream sodas in the public library’s foyer. My mom would then pick me up, drive
down Broadway, and pass the infamous
Park Avenue Bakery on our way home.
On special evenings, she’d even buy me a
cranberry almond scone or hot chocolate,
whichever I craved most. Aside from those
daily routines, consistency was rare for me;
I was the independent little girl whose single mother was forced to rely on librarians
as guardians because after-school babysitters were too expensive.
Some things were constant, though, such
as the comfort of driving past the Women’s
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Mural located just down the street from
mine on the daily commute to Smith Elementary. Cheesy as it sounds, I really loved
seeing that mural. It’s easy to find sentimental attachment to symbolic moments
in your childhood but I have always found
solace, not just in hindsight, when admiring
the colorful cracked wall with faded paint.
Though it may seem to be nestled on
just another average street, this mural can
be found at the very heart of Helena. This
city was first established during the Western gold rush where miners sought their
riches on what is now Last Chance Gulch.
Today, Last Chance Gulch is a bustling
walking mall with excellent ice cream—the
entombed remains of an old trolley, various mom and pop businesses, the best second-hand book stores Helena has to offer,

and of course, countless murals, statues,
pottery, plaques, and other forms of art
dedicated to the story of Montana.
In 1979, artists Marilyn Sternberg, Ann
Appleby, and Delores Dinsmore took on the
admirable task of paying homage to the remarkable women in Montana’s past, present, and future. Appropriately dubbed “The
Women’s Mural,” this artistic masterpiece
is meant to embody womanhood and remind onlookers that history is not just “his
story.”
The mural consists of three sections,
each with its own center of focus. As I understand, the far left side depicts one woman at three stages of her life: one in which
she is a little girl running around the cabin she lived in, then a young pioneer, and
lastly, an old lady who has spent a lifetime
in the state I too once called home. The eye
naturally drifts from that story of age to the
fiery image of a school teacher, then past
the free-spirited rider of a bucking horse,
landing on a group of fiercely capable suffragettes petitioning for the right to vote.
Two-dimensional storefronts and saloons
remind everyone of the diverse livelihoods
of Montana women, while also acting as a
bed to a resting mother and child.
Then, the mural shifts to the third section in which the Indigenous peoples of
America are rightfully represented as the
true Montana natives who coexisted with
and thrived in the state’s natural environment. This part of the mural has always
been my favorite, both from an artistic and
historical standpoint. For far too long, the
Indigenous peoples have been excluded
from discussions and recognition of the
past; and seeing such a large mural have a
section dedicated only to the tribal members who suffered at the hands of our ancestors seems like somewhat of a step in the
right direction.
Obviously, the central figures of this
vast painting deserve the spotlight, but we
can’t ignore the surrounding details that
bring the vibrant mural to life. The seemingly effortless transition between bright
blue skies to a midnight black eclipse in
this mural is an astounding addition to the
piece. While the artists were detailing the
sketches and layout for this massive work

of art, the woman who inspired the sleeping mother and child had given birth, and
shortly thereafter, an eclipse captured the
eyes of people across the world. Thus, this
monumental moment was forever captured
and put on display in one of the most exposed and high-traffic areas in all of Helena.
When one actually approaches this
painting, the fine details stand out even
more. There is a magnificent sun setting
behind a joyful child, a painter bringing
a swaying field to life, and glacial mountains backed by swirling swathes of clouds
quickly overtaken by a muddy brown sky.
There is a river from which a majestic falcon captures its meal and flies over a luscious, golden embankment and detailed
feathers that transition into a blooming
sunset. This entire mural is an ode not only
to women, but to the raw and divine beauty
of nature as well.
Despite my love for this work of art, I
did not grow up knowing the meaning behind each woman depicted in this painting.
It wasn’t until today that I learned of the
eclipse—for the past 18 years of my life, I
had assumed the moon was actually an
owl’s glistening eye. I thought the sleeping
mother was meant to represent the Sleeping Giant, a local legend honoring a small
mountain range that looks remarkably like
a woman laying down to rest. I didn’t even
know who the painters were, when they
did the painting, or why they painted it.
What I did know, however, was that every
time I looked into the fierce and gentle eyes
of every woman on that wall, I felt proud
to be a girl—I felt worthy of being called a
woman too.
The Women’s Mural is the largest mural
in the city (which is saying a lot because
for a town this small, we sure have a lot of
murals) and certainly the most well-loved.
It would be wrong to assume that it is special only to me because, in reality, this mural is a safe haven for nearly every woman
in Helena. Painted by women, of women,
for women, the Women’s Mural stands as
a testament to our strength, our resilience,
and our endurance within a society dominated by men.

◊◊◊
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Once more!
But With Feeling
By Kim Tsuyuki

I told myself as I etched words into
my skin, carving a self-portrait of one
sad and sentimental girl who’s too scared
to be direct. She tattoos this tune on
her chest in hopes the notes reach her duo
who she sings about with no end. Forte!
I screech as my frail heart drums itself
into overdrive. Under this constraint,
it seems my title might bear too much weight.
At least my death was in fortissimo.

Carvings
By Cole DiGrazia

In a hospital
in New York City
a baby girl is born
At 8 pounds
she has hazelwood eyes and a full head of jet black hair
She is born with a cyst on her scalp
At 10, she returns to the hospital to have it removed
She is told that it’s not dangerous yet
but that it doesn’t belong in her body
and if it’s left too long
it might end up killing her
7 years later, they wonder if there are other parts of their body like that
They see themself in blocks of carving wood
Some nights they take a utility knife
and chisel hatching on their chest
They call it “practice”
The next time they go to the hospital
a nurse tells them, “You’re too pretty to want to kill yourself”
At 20, he realizes that God
if there is one
is a clumsy sculptor
He takes comfort in syringes
bought behind parents’ backs
It takes time to chip away the pieces
but he finally starts to find familiarity in the red cedar baritone of his own voice
and the earthy scent that replaces seasalt sweat
He looks different now
but you can still recognize him by the scar on his crown

Bold – Tori O’Campo
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many other vegetables.
“This is a communal garden where people
from the neighborhoods can grow their own
food. We have an understanding of what
grows best for us each season, so right now
our focus is green beans,” he told us.

◊◊◊

A

Grow Your Own,
Amigo

By Brianne Estrada

O

ne of former President Barack
Obama’s last acts was to open the
U.S. embassy to Cuba, which allowed direct
travel to the country for the first time in
years. My father immediately bought tickets
and I got the opportunity to visit the country in the summer of 2016. As our departure
date grew closer, my anxiety about the trip
increased. From my history courses in high
school and through what I’d read in the
news, I knew of Cuba as a poor, communist
country, run by a dictator. The country had
a stigma about it and I wondered what we
were getting into by visiting. The trip was
eye opening. Although the people who live
there are poor by our standards, they were
the most resourceful people I’d come across.
There was much to learn about their past
as to why this was so, but in light of a deadly
pandemic that has strained supply systems
and put farm workers and those working at
food processing plants at higher risk that
most others, I think about that trip and how
Cuba’s sustainability-by-necessity might
inform us now.
Every morning, the family that ran the
casa particular (bed and breakfast) where
we stayed in Havana greeted us with breakfast consisting of freshly made juice, cut
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fruit, an egg, and toast. They gave us coffee
too, and since then, Cuban coffee is the only
coffee I’ll ever drink. The fruits were fresh
and full of flavor. Every morning we ate this
and felt energized till our next meal.
Following our stay in Havana, we traveled down to a small pueblo town called
Trinidad. The town is known for being traditional in all aspects, including infrastructure. When we would venture out in the
town on its pebble-stone paths, we’d often
come across produce stands full of vegetables and fruit. When my family and I were
feeling restless, we would walk outside and
visit the fruit stand near our casa particular.
My father and mother spoke to the vendor fluently in Spanish, asking him how he
gathered all the fruits on display. The vendor said that “the fruit was collected from
the outskirts of town, and the fruit selection
was always different every few months because of the seasons.”
The fruit stand operator was happy to
show us more about the produce development in Trinidad. We made our way down
the streets to a more open area where there
was a large patch of land dedicated to a
garden. Suddenly, I was standing in a field
of flowering green beans, corn, yucca, and

s I explored the lot with my parents,
I realized that I had never been to a
community garden. Where I live, in Southern California, was probably one of the most
forward-looking states, yet we are still far
behind in practicing food sustainability.
California throws away nearly 6 million
tons of food waste each year—about 18 percent of the material that goes into landfills.
This leaves 4.7 million adults and 2 million
children that live in low-income households
affected by food insecurity. As of 2019, the
City of Los Angeles has about 1.4 million
adults and 573,000 children who are affected by food insecurity—nearly half of the
city’s population.
Cuba was forced into sustainability by
political and economic pressures that came
to a head starting with the fall of the Soviet Union, Cuba’s biggest trading partner. Sugarcane farms, for which the Soviet
Union was the primary buyer, collapsed and
became vacant. Cuban foreign trade fell 75
percent, agricultural production fell 54 percent, and levels of food consumption fell 39
percent. Cuban’s daily calorie intake fell
from 2,600 in 1986, to 1,000–1,500 in 1993.
Imports decreased to 50 percent within
those three years as well.
The fall of the Soviet Union and the United States-led trade embargo in 1992 through
the Cuban Democracy Act (CDA), put Cuba
in an economic situation worse than the
Great Depression.
The Cuban government declared the
“Special Period in Peacetime,” shifting the
country from dependence on international
trade to more domestic development. This
program rationed food, fuel and electricity,
and gave priority to domestic food production and tourism. “The Cuban government
began encouraging sustainable agriculture
during the special period of the 1990s to
increase production as Cuba’s land tenure

laws advanced,” Caitlyn Davis of the Brookings Institution and Ted Piccone of the
Foreign Policy, Center for Security, Strategy, and Technology wrote in the executive
summary for “Sustainable Development: The
Path to Economic Growth in Cuba.”
Cuba became “one of the first countries, if
not the only one, that is experimenting with
this pattern of alternative development on
a national scale,” wrote Elisa Botella-Rodríguez’s “Cuba’s Inward-looking Development Policies: Towards Sustainable Agriculture” in 2011 for Historia Agraria.
Forced to isolate due to embargos and
lost trading partners, Cuba learned to survive, and surviving meant becoming self-sufficient and sustainable.
When the development began, the Cuban farmers had to completely disregard
fertilizer because it was a scarce resource.
By producing compost and other growing
mediums, with the addition of proper irrigation, they eventually saw improvements
in yield. Farmers used plants that control
the proliferation of harmful insects. In 1995,
Havana had 25,000 allotments tended by
families and urban cooperatives. With Cuba’s climate, crops prospered and lasted all
year round. Farmers were able to produce
lettuce, chard, radish, beans, cucumber, tomatoes, spinach and peppers, which were all
traded.
When we asked how the garden came
to be, the man who owned the urban farm
in Trinidad said, “Russia fell… The country was trying to figure out how to sustain
themselves without [Russia’s] help. So they
decided to use the plots of land that were
empty to build community gardens to grow
food.”
However, Cuba is no utopia. Its national
dish is the well-known ropa vieja, but beef
has been highly regulated by the government since the special period and only available to tourists, who can afford paying for a
meal made with this red meat in a country
where the average salary is $17-$44 a month
as of 2019.
We learned about Cuba’s history with
bovine when we traveled down to Cienfuegos—a town known for its coffee and
sugar cane production. There, as with every town in Cuba, meat markets sell fresh
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meat. With the lack of refrigeration, though,
smaller meat sellers often gather orders a day
before and only process what is ordered for
the next day. In Cuba, the primary sources
of meat are pork and chicken, which expel
much lower amounts of greenhouse gas-producing methane into the environment.
By the end of our trip, my family had lost
a collective 25 pounds thanks to lots of exercise and eating lean meat. Once we were
back in California, our bodies had to adjust
back to the greasy and unhealthy foods that
are staples even in what we consider healthy
diets.

◊◊◊

C

uba’s history and ways of life have
taught me a lot about how California
is going through similar events. COVID-19
has brought businesses to a halt and raised
the specter of food shortages. Our agriculture and meat processing has been disrupted. Foods we depended on being grown and
transported from such far away places can
be accessed closer to home.
Oakland, California, for example, has set
aside plots for urban farming that statistically produces a similar amount of food to
an average farmer in Cuba. Cities that have
“food deserts” can convert underdeveloped
land for these purposes.
Urban farming can be further developed
with vertical in-house farming, a tactic by
which plants are grown in a controlled
environment in vertically stacked layers.
Vertical farming can produce foods such
as bananas, corn, and mangoes that are often imported from abroad. Confined spaces

such as old shipping containers or roll-off
dumpsters can be deployed for vertical
farming. The U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Department of Energy point to
vertical farming as a promising solution to
solving food insecurity.
Of course, we don’t just have to change
our mindset about food production. There
are also policy restrictions about what
types of food we can raise in urban settings. Many municipalities require permits
to farm certain types of animals, vegetables, and fruits. Some are more lenient. As
California progresses on urban agriculture,
dense cities such as Los Angeles and San
Francisco are working on utilizing urban
farming.

◊◊◊

O

n our first night in Cuba, we shared
a meal cooked by the family in
whose home we were staying. There were
two Cuban avocados the size of my head,
a pitcher of fruit juice, a bowl of rice and
black beans mixed together, and one chicken for all six of us. It didn’t seem like that
much on the table, but it turned out to be
more than enough for all of us there. On top
of that, the food was delicious.
Food distribution and access will continue to change in the wake of pandemics,
climate and economic disruptions. The
need to develop more autonomous and
sustainable food systems in our country is
likely to increase in the coming years. Maybe Cuba has some agrarian lessons we can
import?

We the People 2 – Mason Gaw
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A Sonnet, or Something
Very Near to One
By Elan Garfias

My heart did sail as steady craft
When I could yet command its rudder.
I saw in thee coming draft,
that has my heart now set a-flutter.
Doused by the hurricane,
weathered by the storm,
I wonder if the searing rain
might give this feeling form.
Yet what if all’s not lost, but learned?
I ponder, scaling the mast,
this brig of mine, so tossed and turned
is righted now; hold fast!
I’d here the routine couplet set
if thou were just routine:
Twelve lines thus marshalled of beget
a bounteous fourteen.

Quick! Set love’s harbor as your goal
and quit this tempest, wrathful, vile.
Speed swiftly on past reef and shoal.
Heed but the beacon of her smile.
Neither dactyl nor stanza nor rhythm nor
pun,
packed neatly by some metered scheme.
Will make me a Shakespeare, Marlowe, or
Dunne,
nor capture quite the way thy russet eyes
gleam.
Poetry then, comes to naught,
but preserve thy visage as my vice.
Till such time as our lips join, hot,
I hope these verses might suffice.
Further,
two couplets now I think are owed.
And if this one should fail its load
I prithee stomach one more line:
Wouldst thou be my valentine?

And when I often pause and blink—
How to couch the question?
Three quatrains are but few, I think,
to vouch for my affection.
But lo to feel the thoughts break free,
damning distance, scorning time,
casting off that ordered rhyme
ABAB.
Still I offer thee my art.
If it be bad then pawn it,
for what I feel within my heart,
fits not within a sonnet.

White Oleander – Tori O’Campo
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Hazel and Dark
By Angel Alcantar

Hazel and dark, gazing without thought or intent,
You SEE the far beyond I squint at in the distance.
Youthful and bright, pushing all out of their feeble existence.
Like stars that sparkle in the Darkness of a crescent.
A smile so wide it parts the Red Sea,
Guiding light, source of so much warmth in my chest,
Shared with all deserving, I oft lucky to see your best,
Beautiful like Venus, too powerful for mortal eyes to see.
Yet neither smile nor sight do I fall for,
Rather a mind so complex, ne’er a boring night
With a wit and a tease always drawing me o’er,
Smiles and laughs and warmth, my nightly light.
A woman so amazing, deserving the world.
And I, the luckiest, seem so like a dreamworld.

Find Peace in Yourself – Heidi Metro
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Sudden Aspen
Decline

By Sylvie Saxena

L

eaves crunch under my hiking boots
as I delve deeper into the aspen forest, Penny on my heels. I spot a chickadee
perched on a high branch, regarding us curiously. Perhaps he doesn’t know what to make
of two strange women marching through his
forest on a Thursday morning, with measuring equipment in our arms and backpacks
slung over our shoulders. Truth be told, I’m
not entirely sure what to make of it myself.
It’s not as if I hadn’t known better than
to get involved with someone working in
my field. Plenty of folks, scientists and otherwise, had told me, “Make sure to keep
your work life and personal life separate.”
Research-gathering expeditions are arduous enough without interpersonal drama
to further complicate them. But of course, I
brushed off their concerns, confident that I
knew what was best for me. Now I was paying the price.
I reach one of the trees we’d marked previously and crane my neck upwards. The
crown is sparse, but there is still some foliage
stubbornly hanging on.
“Tree 14’s got 80 percent missing,” I say.
Penny frowns. Wisps of brown hair have
come loose from under her wool hat. “I’d say
it’s 60.”
“60 percent? I think you need to wipe
down your glasses.” It comes out harsher
than I mean for it to.
She shrugs. “Suit yourself.”
She scribbles the number down on her
data sheet. The leaves quake, as aspen
leaves are wont to do. Usually I don’t mind
the sound, but right now it’s getting on my
nerves, already frayed from-No. I’m not going to think about that now.
We have work to do.
As we study more trees, the pattern becomes increasingly clear. These trees aren’t
healthy. The crowns are bare when they
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should be full and the bark reveals evidence
of disease and insect attacks, the impacts on
the trees worsened by the drought and the
heat. It’s what we expected to find, but it’s
depressing all the same.
Unfortunately, depressing results are the
norm if you’re a scientist studying the effects
of climate change. You just need to know
how to stay motivated in spite of it all, keep
yourself from becoming immobilized by the
horror of what human activity has done to
our planet. Me, I focus on what I can do to
help. And this research is going to help, eventually. It gives me a little peace to think that
I’m actively working to make things better.
The data-gathering is a welcome distraction from my problems with Penny. I lose
myself in the measuring, the scrutinizing,
the recording, the sketching. The forest really is beautiful, even if it’s dying. Every brush
of my fingertips against the papery bark of
an aspen tree reminds me of why I started
studying them in the first place. If an environmental scientist ever tells you she’s never
felt any higher connection with nature while
conducting her studies, she’s either a liar or a
psychopath.
It’s on tree 26 that Penny confronts me.
“I think we need to talk,” she says. “About
us.”
I knew this was coming, but I’m irritated
just the same. Can’t she see we don’t have
time to hash out our personal problems?
I poke at the tree bark with a knife. “Does
this look like bark beetle tunneling to you?”
“Rachel, please.”
“I’m gonna say it is.” I jot it down on my
notebook.
She touches my forearm, and I jerk it away.
“No. You don’t get to do that anymore. Especially not while we’re fucking working.”
“I just wanted to say--”
“What’s there to say?” My voice trembles.

“’Sorry I slept with another woman while you
were out of town for a research conference,
but I promise I won’t do it again?’ You tried
that one already. It didn’t cut it.”
“So that’s it?” She glares at me. “We’re
just....done?”
“We still have 34 more trees to analyze, so
no, we’re not done.”
“My god, you can be so.…” She pauses.
Smoothes her hair down. “All right. Whatever. We’ll do it your way. 34 more trees to go.”
If the silence between us wasn’t tense before, it sure is now. Penny doesn’t say any
more than she absolutely has to, and the
words she does utter -- “Dying.” “Standing
dead.” “Total loss of foliage.” -- are clipped
and terse. It’s almost enough to make me feel
guilty, until I remember that she betrayed my
trust, not the other way around.
Trust is a funny thing. You think you’ve
cultivated it, allowed it to flourish, and then
somebody does something awful and suddenly it’s all gone. Poof. And no matter how
much you want it to come back, it can’t, because the relationship has been fundamentally and irrevocably altered. You’re never gonna
get back to the way things were before.
This is what people don’t understand
about climate change. They think that if we
just get our act together soon enough, we can
stop the really bad things from happening.
Oh sure, a few species here and there might
go extinct, a few folks might starve because
their crops won’t grow in the warmer weather, but overall things will be okay. Things
will go back to normal.
Well, that’s simply not true. Human activity has altered the environment and the climate on such a massive scale that no matter
what we do, we can’t ever go back to normal.
We can’t stop the consequences of our actions from coming back to bite us in the ass.
The change we’ve wreaked on the earth is
permanent, and the best we can hope for is to
adjust to the changing climate and keep ourselves from making things even worse.
Penny’s a scientist, same as me. You’d
think she would have known that there are
some things that can’t be undone. Some reactions that can’t be reversed. But I’ve been
wondering if maybe she’s not the thoughtful,
considerate woman I had once believed her
to be.

On tree 39, Penny waves me over to check
if she measured the girth of the trunk correctly. I get a glimpse of her notebook, pages covered in her neat handwriting, and its
familiarity makes my heart ache. A memory
flashes through my mind, of flipping through
a pile of our notebooks and journals, and instantly being able to tell if it was hers or mine
based on whether the writing was neat and
legible or messy and barely recognizable as
the English language. I always envied the tidiness of her handwriting, but she said mine
had character. I didn’t really know what she
meant by that. I still don’t.
Penny shuts her notebook. She turns
to continue on when her foot catches on a
branch lying on the forest floor. She nearly
falls, only I catch her just in time. Her body is
warm and solid in my arms, and underneath
the scent of the forest she smells like lavender.
“Thanks,” she gasps. Her cheeks are pink,
from the cool morning air, probably.
“I told you you should’ve broken in those
boots.” My voice doesn’t carry the same bite
as before.
“You did, didn’t you,” she says, half-smiling. She steadies herself and steps away from
me. Somewhere, a finch chirps.
I trudge onward toward our next target
and try not to dwell on the sensation of Penny in my arms. It’s a lot easier to resent her if
I’m not also thinking about how nice it used
to be to cuddle with her as we watched some
mediocre show on Netflix, or dance with
her at parties while she giggled tipsily, or
sink into the comfort of her embrace after a
stressful day at work. It’s a lot easier to stay
mad at her if I don’t think about how much I
miss her. I almost wish I hadn’t loved her as
strongly as I did, so I might not be in the pain
I’m in now.

◊◊◊

T

he decline of aspen due to climate
change affects a lot of people, directly and indirectly. Less aspen means fewer
tourists visiting the mountains and forests,
which means less money for the state. The
decreased availability of aspen wood causes
problems for woodworkers. And of course,
aspen decline promises a decrease in biodi-
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versity in these forests, which is a loss for scientists and wildlife enthusiasts alike.
But who are the people affected most? Who
is hit hardest by the loss of aspen? These are
the people who have poured their emotional
investment into the trees, fostered a spiritual
connection with them; who care about them
in ways that are perhaps too grand to put
into words. It’s not financial or intellectual
dependence on the aspen that makes them
suffer, it’s emotional dependence. When you
love something so deeply and it’s taken from
you, that causes a special kind of suffering.
I miss what we had, Penny and me, and I
can’t forgive her for ruining it the way she
did. There’s something so humiliating about
getting cheated on. It just doesn’t seem like
the kind of thing that should happen to
somebody pursuing a PhD in environmental issues. I had hoped our relationship was
above such petty concerns, but obviously I
was wrong. Penny says she only did it once,
and I believe her, but that doesn’t make it any
better. If she loved me, if she was happy with
me, why’d she have to do it at all?
When she came clean about it to me, over
a dinner of lentil soup and buttered bread,
I had so desperately hoped she was joking,
even though Penny’s never been one for stu-
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pid jokes. It would have been more plausible
than the truth, that she had slept with some
friend of a friend and didn’t tell me until two
days after. She apologized to me, stone-faced,
and I squeezed the piece of bread in my hand
so hard it dissolved into crumbs. I couldn’t
even bear to look at her for the rest of the
night. That was last week, and she hasn’t
been over to my place since.
When something doesn’t make sense to
me, I have a strong need to understand it,
to study it until it makes sense. That’s how
I first got into biology. I didn’t understand
how living things operated, and I wanted
to learn more. But when Penny told me she
cheated on me, I didn’t want to hear any more
details. She didn’t tell me why she did it because I never gave her the chance. I wasn’t
ready to know then. Maybe I am now. Maybe
it’ll help me understand what went wrong
with us.
“So why’d you do it?” I ask casually after
we finish recording the data for tree 52.
Penny gives me a wary look. “Do what?”
“You know damn well what. Have sex
with that woman.”
“Ah.” She steps on a twig and it snaps.
“That.”
“Yeah, that. C’mon, I won’t yell at you this

time. Just tell me why.”
“I don’t know if you’ll understand.”
“I might not. But don’t you think you owe
it to me to explain anyway?”
She sighs. “Yeah. I do.”
I wait for her to finish gathering her
thoughts. Finally, she speaks.
“Our relationship was wonderful. You
were wonderful,” she says. “But I just….I got
scared. I thought that surely you were going
to wake up one day and realize you didn’t
want me anymore. So when Sydney propositioned me, I figured, might as well. I thought
maybe I should get a reminder of what it was
like to be with someone else.”
She takes off her glasses and wipes her
eyes. “But I was so stupid,” she says angrily.
“It was awful. I mean, we barely knew each
other. It was so lonely. And it made me realize, I didn’t want her. I didn’t want anybody
else. Just you.”
I let that sink in. I hadn’t realized Penny
had felt that way while we were together.
While I had thought things were going well
between us, she had been anxious and insecure. It doesn’t make what she did okay, not
by a long shot. But my heart softens a little.
“Why didn’t you tell me you felt that
way?” I ask.
“I was afraid of finding out that my suspicions were right and that you really were
bored of the relationship. I didn’t want to
ruin it.” She laughs bitterly. “I suppose I ended up doing that anyway.”
“Penny, you dumbass,” I say, but it’s without malice. I’m not ready to forgive her, but at
least I understand her better now.
“I know. I’m sorry. But hey, look on the
bright side.”
“The bright side?” I glance at her skeptically.
She points ahead. “We’re on the last tree.”
“Ah. Seems like we are.” I had been so absorbed in our conversation I hadn’t even noticed.
“After this, we can leave and you won’t
have to talk to me till tomorrow,” she says
jokingly.
Is that what she thinks I want? Not to talk
to her anymore? It was what I wanted earlier,
true. But now, I’m not so sure.
“Penny,” I begin, and then I freeze. Forty
feet away I spot a mountain lion through the

trees. It’s walking slowly in a direction away
from us. I don’t think it’s noticed us yet, but
my heart still pounds from fear.
“What?” Penny asks. She follows the direction of my gaze and sees the mountain lion
too. “Oh my god.”
“Just stand still. Maybe it won’t see us.” I
recall what I’ve been told about how to scare
away mountain lions: wave your arms and
make lots of noise. If that doesn’t work and
it attacks, fight it off with whatever heavy
objects you might be carrying and hope it’s
enough to discourage it. I’ll fight the creature
if I have to, but if we’re lucky, it won’t come
to that.
We stand motionless watching the predator. I feel the impulse to reach over and take
Penny’s hand, but I don’t dare move a muscle. The mountain lion looks like it’s moving
away. Good.
And then it stops, and turns, and looks
directly at us. Penny gasps, but she doesn’t
move and neither do I. For a few seconds, I
don’t even breathe. Then the mountain lion
turns and bounds away. After a few seconds
it’s no longer in sight.
I exhale in relief. Penny giggles.
“What’s so funny?” I ask.
“Nothing,” she replies. “Just glad to be
alive.”
I understand the feeling.
I gaze at Penny, who readjusts her hat and
flips open her notebook to record the measurements of one last tree. I still haven’t forgiven her for what she did. Our relationship
still has issues. But now, I’m willing to work
through them. I hope she is as well.

◊◊◊

“It’s true that we can’t go back to
the way things were before. But we
can try to make things better.”

I

’m not giving up on our relationship,
the same way that I’m not giving up on
the planet. It’s true that we can’t go back to
the way things were before. But we can try
to make things better, and that’s just what I
intend to do. Penny and I, we’re going to cultivate a love that doesn’t die off. A love that
stays.
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Don’t Belong Here
By Annalisse Galaviz

I didn’t notice it on the way here—
The way rolling hills submit to
Become barren deserts,
The way ecosystems collide
And destroy in their wake,
Leaving no sand for snakes
But only dry dirt
That makes lips that crack.
The days feel longer
Without mountains to defend
Against a scorching sun.
This car doesn’t belong here,
Not with its smooth silver
That reflects heat rays
Back into a careless landscape.
The land deserves a Jeep,
Something that moves with
A malicious gravel road,
That keeps its head down,
And moves forward no matter what.
We don’t listen to music
He and I
Because I’d told him how I like to
Admire the scenery without distraction.
But now, as we drive away from his hometown
And he’s introduced me to
Every one of his talkative cousins,
I find myself reaching for the radio dial
And using the opportunity
To take my hand from his.
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Rust Never Sleeps – Joe Donnelly
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Silent Sycamores
By Cristian Jarquin

I sit here, rooted in a forest that won’t stop spinning,
and my leaves flap away in the searing wind;
with hundreds of helpless wings, I cannot hope to fly.
And I cry here, the sticky sap trailing on the bark
of my peeling face. That sap falling down my splintering body
and bleeding into the earth, dissolving my roots into still specs of silt.
I lay here, an uprooted stump that slides across a forest of stale soil.
It all turns about, and it takes me with it, and all I can do is roll.
Roll in tears or in furious pain, and yet roll all the same.
I’d rather stay in place and fly to nowhere, than
roll about this small grove and discover that there is
nowhere left to go.

Pain Demands to be Felt – Hailey Garcia
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Quarantine – Emerson Little
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The Secret Life of Napkins
By Cat Tang

Napkins never get to be in poems. But
why not? Is there anything less poetic
about a napkin, than that glittering
glass skyscraper, or the love I lost
at nineteen, or each tree’s fragile trembling
leaves?
Napkins were once trees too.
And don’t you know that napkins are
the guardians of secrets, sitting wordlessly
at tables where laughter spews forth,
or terrible things are said,
when too many drinks have been drunk?
Silent witnesses to food-paired provocations,
negotiations, reservations, they compliantly
clean up your crimson spills and leftover crumbs,
obedient accomplices in the mess you’ve made.

Leap of Faith – River Danner
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Then you throw them away.
They know too much.
Ahh, so that’s why we don’t talk about napkins.
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The Highway
by Ariana Juarez

Images by Keidan Chavez

J

oy spent her fifteenth birthday guarding
the prisoner’s cell.
It wasn’t always a prison cell, of course.
It used to be the old basement, with a cellar
door leading to the outside. It was uncomfortable; in the tall, itchy grass her eyes trained on
the rusted metal doors, matching the rotting,
graying school. Though the handles were tied
shut, there was a thin gap between the two
doors, enough so that Joy could see steps below it. The dead, dry grass
tickled her shins through the worn material of her pants. No doubt they would have to
scavenge for clothes before winter set in.
“Caught him skulking around near the
traps,” Scout had told her hours before.
“Didn’t resist when Weeds and I caught
him. Weeds acted like she hasn’t seen a guy
before.” “When was the last time you saw a
man?” Joy challenged; Scout had no answer.
She kept an eye on the red sky, ears trained
for the howls of animals or something else.
It was late into the afternoon, and Joy could
feel her legs cramping up from how long she
had been standing. Even her trusted bow had
started to weigh down on her shoulder. She
had no idea what was taking Aronia so long,
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but she had to interrogate him before nightfall. Joy could already feel the forest beyond
the gate watching her, sending shivers down
her spine.
“Do you have a name?” The muffled voice
spoke from the cellar.
Joy squinted at the rusted doors. “Prisoners don’t talk,” she said to it flatly. She could
practically hear him shrug. “Well, maybe
they’re not supposed to. But I’m bored waiting for this ‘trial’ you all keep talking about,
and you don’t seem like you’re having a lot of
fun either. I can’t imagine that looking out at
the woods is very interesting.” Joy sighed; he
had a point there. “Name’s Joy.”
“That’s a pretty name. A lot of the other
girls have really odd ones.”
“They’re not meant to be nice. They represent us, or whatever. That’s what Aronia says.” Joy rolled her eyes. “They named
me that ‘cause they think I’m such a joy to
be around.” The man let out a short bark of
laughter. “Well, I think you’re pleasant to
be around.” “You probably wouldn’t if you
knew me.” Joy’s eyes cut to the other side of
the courtyard, where she could see the rotten
wooden doors open up. She could see the fig-

ures of the big three, followed shortly by the
rest of the girls in the camp. She could already
see them gesturing towards her. “Now shut
up. We’ve got some questions to ask.”
A tall, red headed girl bounded over holding a large dirty axe in her hands. Her face
was squished up like a pug’s face, freckles
splashed over sunburnt cheeks. Her lips were
curled into a mean smile as she approached
Joy. Weeds had been promoted to some type
of bodyguard since she had turned twelve,
and she was still riding that high. “They’re
ready to talk to the prisoner.”
“About goddamn time,” Joy huffed, taking
her bow off her shoulder. “Let’s get this over
with.”
The two girls hauled the cellar doors open,
the hinges creaking in protest. Sitting at the
steps was the man. Joy hadn’t seen him until
now. He was much older than she had expected, older than anyone she had seen in years.
There were leaves and twigs sticking out of
his dark hair, and his clothes were streaked
with mud. His beard was scraggly and sprinkled with gray. Despite his wild appearance,
he seemed...calm. A kind of collected Joy had
never seen before. His eyes seemed to shine,

or maybe it was swelling in his eye where
Weeds had punched him.
Joy lifted her bow, an arrow already fitted
into it. It was unnecessary, she knew; he had
raised his hands up in surrender, his calm
expression never wavering. Joy swallowed
past her own uneasiness and took aim. “Start
walking.”
The council meeting was only a few feet
away, in the courtyard underneath the steps
to the old school. St. Quiteria’s School for
Troubled Girls had been impressive in its day,
but now it was rotten and dying, the roof caving in at certain parts, and vines crawling up
the brick walls. The sign on the school had
started to fade and crack, broken by the old
students. Joy couldn’t remember their names
now, they were either dead or gone. Overgrowth spilled onto the cement steps, and
flowers sprouted through the cracks.
The council consisted of the three eldest
girls. The judges, Joy thought sourly. Aronia stood in the middle of them—the center
of attention as always—her long brown hair
tied into braids and a scar running down the
length of her cheek. Her green eyes studied
the man carefully, her lips curled into a sneer.
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To her right, Honey the cook sat perched on
the steps, her sweet, pretty face creased with
concern. Their medic, Doc, sat to the left,
scratching at her shaved head and picking
dangerously at the long, jagged scar running
along her scalp. The rest of the camp stood
by the steps, eyeing him with uncertainty.
Scout the watcher, Sprout the gardener, and
Traps the trap maker, were nursing a wound
on her hand. Weeds went to join the rest of
the group, leaving Joy to guard the man on her
own.
The man kept his head held high, facing the
group with little concern. Joy almost felt bad
for him.
“Welcome,” Aronia said, her voice booming
across the courtyard. “Is what I would say, if
we actually wanted you here. We don’t like
strangers around here, especially not the likes
of you. Who do you think you are, trying to
steal our food?”
“I’m not a thief,” the man replied calmly.
He looked around, his eyes sweeping over
the small group of teens surrounding him.
Joy could see the gears turning in his head.
“Where are the adults?”
The girls immediately broke into whispers,
eyeing him with suspicion. Aronia smirked at
the question. “We’re the adults around here,”
she said. “You’re answering to me now.” The
man’s face fell, first from shock and then in
sorrow. “You’re all on your own?” He sounded
so genuinely hurt that Joy exchanged a glance
with the other girls, confusion knitting her
brow. “This entire time? I can’t imagine how
hard that must have been on you. How old are
you? Sixteen? Seventeen?”
Aronia blinked, looking like she had been
smacked between the eyes. She clearly had
not expected his response, but her mouth
quickly morphed into a scowl. “It’s none of
your damn business. What matters here is
where you’re from, and whether or not we
should kill you now.”
“Aronia!” Honey admonished. “We agreed
to no killing unless he’s absolutely a threat.”
“He hasn’t done a lot to prove he isn’t one,”
Aronia sniffed.
The man lifted his arms in a placating manner. “I was following your traps, but not to
steal. Traps means that someone’s nearby,
looking for food. I don’t think I could’ve found
this camp any other way.” He looked out to
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the rest of the camp, eight girls total. “I come
from another camp. A civilization, really. We
go out, looking for new people, hoping to
bring them someplace safe. It’s not good to be
out on your own, and ever since...” His voice
faltered for a second, but he pressed on. “I
found your girls out in the woods. I willingly
came along. I’m not going to rob or attack you.
I want to recruit you.”

◊◊◊

J

oy watched Aronia’s scowl deepen, but
she said nothing. Instead, Doc rolled her
eyes. “Seems like a likely story. He’s probably
going to lead us to a bunch of bandits.” Honey however, looked thrilled. “Civilization? So,
that means you have more people?” “Lots,” he
assured her. “Good people. They want what
we all want—safety, food, education.” He
looked around the courtyard again. “You were
all students at this school?”
“What does that matter?” Aronia groused,
as Honey vigorously nodded her head in confirmation. Aronia shot the girl a glare. Honey
shrunk back, suddenly becoming interested
in the ends of her ragged blonde hair.
The man gave Honey an encouraging smile,
and turned his gaze back to Aronia. “I don’t
know what happened here, but children your
age should never have been left alone, especially when everything started. I give you my
word. I only come here to bring peace and opportunity, not any harm.”
Doc’s eyes narrowed. “Why should we
even trust you? You’re just some stranger.”
The man actually looked stumped on that
question. “I...have supplies from my camp.
Materials that I carry around. Check my bag,
you can see what’s in there for yourself.” Doc
frowned. “Aronia already checked it. All that
was in there were weapons. Nothing special.”
The man shook his head, looking more confused than before. “Maybe a few for self defense, but I never drew them on your girls. I
don’t only have weapons in that bag. Check
it, and you’ll see what I mean.”
Honey looked at Aronia, and frowned.
“Well, where is it?”
“What does it matter?” Aronia snapped. “I
chucked it with the rest of my stuff. It doesn’t
matter what’s in the bag when he’s—”
“I got it right here!” Sprout shouted, hoist-

ing up a worn, brown bag. “It was in the weeds
with the greenhouse vegetables. Thought it
looked funny so I took it. Is this yours, mister?” At his nod, she turned it upside down,
sending its contents flying. There were a couple expected items: a wicked looking knife,
stained with brown at its hilt, a ratty map,
and a small hunk of provisions, but—
“Pudding!” Traps picked up the plastic
container, with wide, glimmering eyes. She
looked younger, her expression lighting up.
“He has pudding!”
That wasn’t the only surprising part of his
supplies; a deck of cards fell out, the edge of
the box worn and loved, an old metal water
bottle covered in faded stickers, and some
antibiotics that made Doc sit up straight. Joy
could see an old, cracked spine of a book with
yellowed pages. Sprout snatched up the book
and looked at it eagerly. “Lord of the Flies,”
she read. “Nerd,” Weeds coughed, and Sprout
slugged her sister in the arm.
“Look at these antibiotics,” Doc marveled.
“We’d have to go miles outside the safe zone
to find stuff like this.”
“Who cares about all that?” Traps said.
“They’ve got pudding! I haven’t eaten this
stuff since the old headmaster confiscated
my stash, and he didn’t even bother to tell me
where he hid it.”
The man cleared his throat, and all the girls
whipped their attention back to him. “I’m a
collector, you could say. I try to find stuff for
my community. Food, medicine...but I mainly
like books. I used to be an English teacher in
the old world, and I’m looking to try and start
doing school again. I don’t know what kind of
place this was, but...I think it would be good
for you girls.”

◊◊◊

“This is where you want us to go?
That’s a suicide mission.”

T

here was a moment of silence, before
everyone exploded into questions,
talking over each other at once.
“How many people are there?” Traps demanded.
“Do we get more books?” Sprout asked innocently.
“Adults?” Weeds had her arms crossed at

that.
“What kind of food do you have?” Scout interjected, pushing Weeds to the side so she
could come forward.
Joy kept quiet, and glanced back over to
Aronia, whose pale face had started to turn
red. No one else seemed to notice the deep
scowl on her face, least of all the man, who
looked overwhelmed but pleased by the response. Her grip instinctively tightened on
the bow. “Where is it?” Joy asked him.
The man was smiling now, looking more
confident than he had before. “Not too far
from here. It’s just past the ol’ 92 highway.”
The questions stopped immediately, and
the temperature seemed to drop by ten degrees. Traps dropped the pudding cup she had
been holding like it bit her, though she looked
at it longingly. The man’s smile slipped from
his face, looking more confused than he had
before. “Is something wrong?”
Joy felt a chill run down her spine as Aronia started to laugh. “The highway, he says,”
she jeered. “This is where you want us to go?
That’s a suicide mission.” She turned to the
rest of the girls. “You’re all forgetting who
kept you alive this whole time. You know
what happens when you go out past the highway. We’ve seen it again and again. You go
with him, you’re throwing all our hard work
away. My work.”
None of the girls had a response for her.
They looked at their feet, thoroughly shamed.
Sprout continued to hug the book to her
chest, her shoulders almost coming up to her
ears. Even Doc looked stricken. “Aronia—”
“No!” Aronia snarled, shooting up from
her perch. “We either do this my way, or we
don’t do it at all.” She unsheathed a knife at
her belt. “I’m not going to let some man wander on in here and start ruining everything we
have. If any of you have a problem with that,
we can settle this now.” She waved the knife
in the air, and Honey flinched away from her,
instinctively covering her face with her arms.
Joy’s grip tightened on her bow, but at Honey’s pleading look, did not raise it.
The man looked out at their faces, at the
girls who had been so excited minutes before
were now stone-faced and solemn. There was
a grim understanding in his eyes, and he set
his jaw. “I see,” he said, his tone kept carefully
neutral. “That’s certainly a shame.”
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Aronia sneered at him. “I’m sure it is. We’re
happy right where we are. Now get out of
here, before I gut you.”
“Aronia!” Honey snapped. Joy jerked back
in surprise, and even Aronia looked at her
with a slack jaw. “Calm down. He hasn’t done
any harm. He’s said his piece, and we said
ours. Just let him leave.”
Aronia scowled. “Whatever. It’s not like
he’ll survive the night anyway. Give him back
his pack. Joy will escort you outside the safe
zone, and no further. I’m not risking another
one of my girls to get you back to a hellscape.”
“I’m going to what?” Joy said incredulously.
Aronia ignored her, and kept her eyes
trained on the man in front of her. “Give him
his bag back. He leaves with what he came
with. No more, no less.” She cut her eyes to
Sprout. “That includes taking your stupid
book back.”
The man turned to Sprout, who looked
ready to cry, clutching the small book in her
arms with wide, watery eyes. “You keep that,”
he said. “I have copies.”
“Can we keep the pudding?” Traps asked
hopefully, only to wither under Aronia’s glare.
The pack was quickly stuffed again, though
Joy noticed Scout quickly pocketed a bottle
of antibiotics in her back pocket. Judging by
the look on the man’s face, he had seen, too. It
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was Weeds who handed him back the worn
brown satchel, a conflicted look on her face.
“Get out of here,” Aronia sneered. “If I ever see
you back here again, I’ll kill you myself. Got
it?”
“Crystal clear,” said the man. He didn’t even
sound angry—his shoulders were hunched in
defeat, and he turned his back to them, looking at Joy mournfully, his eyes wet. “I’m ready
when you are.”
Joy followed him out of the courtyard,
the other girls closely behind them. The only
one who didn’t move to follow was Aronia.
Joy glanced back at the older girl, who had
lounged back on the cement steps, basking
in her victory amongst the ruins. Joy’s lip
curled in distaste, and she turned away, unable to bear the sight. The sun was starting
to set now, painting the sky a deep, dark red.
The sounds of night were already out; howling and growling, gurgling and moans of pain.
She shivered as they approached the old, rusted gate of the school. Scout was already prying open the bars, the gap just wide enough to
slip through.
“Hurry back,” Scout whispered to her.
Instead of acknowledging her, Joy turned
back to the rest of the group. “Get back to
camp,” she barked. The girls scattered, save
for Scout, who continued to watch them as

they entered the dense woods ahead of them.
“The safe zone goes about half a mile out,
right up to your precious highway,” Joy told
him as they got farther into the woods. “I can
only escort you as far as there, and then you’re
on your own.”
“Thank you,” he said, and he actually
sounded sincere.
Joy resisted the urge to roll her eyes. “Not
like I had a choice.”
“Of course you have a choice,” he said. “All
of you do. It just depends on if you want to
make that choice.” He looked straight ahead
of them on the dirt path. He no longer held his
hands up, but Joy didn’t care enough to make
him. “I can understand why you’re all scared.
Alone for this many years is never easy. You
should be able to depend on more people.”
“We don’t have to,” she told him flatly.
“But you don’t seem to like it there,” he
noted.
“It’s not your problem, is it?” Joy scanned
the woods for the telltale signs that they were
nearing the safe zone limits. She just wanted
this entire day to end. “We have each other.
We don’t need anyone else.”
He didn’t reply to that. Instead, he kept
walking, his head tilted as though listening to
the sounds of the woods.
“For what it’s worth,” Joy said, “I hope you
don’t die. Your community...sounds nice.” “It
is,” he agreed. They could both see a break
in the woods, revealing a broken street and
cracked concrete, with old cars lining the
road, long since out of use. Joy could make out
the shape of the towering highway up ahead,
a black silhouette in the dying light. A bird
trilled from somewhere nearby, and was met
with the resounding scream from afar. Joy
nearly jumped out of her skin, her bow swinging wildly to wherever the source was, but
the sound had echoed throughout the forest,
sending animals scurrying in fear. She longed
to be one of them, away from all the noise surrounding her.
A twig snapped ahead of them, and Joy
swung her arrow back, taking aim just as she
heard the cock of a gun, and she was suddenly
face to face with a woman that she had never
seen, with a scar running through her lip, her
hands shaking as she held the pistol. “Easy,
Mari,” the man said. “It’s okay. She won’t hurt
us.”

“Wanna bet?” Joy sneered. “You can kill
me, but they’ll never let you take them. They’ll
make you pay for it.”
The woman’s hands continued to shake.
“I can shoot you before you hit me,” she said.
“Mari, she’s not going to shoot us,” the man
soothed. “She was just escorting me. Trying
to be safe.” He looked back at Joy, his sad eyes
bright and glassy. “She’ll let us go.” Don’t, a
voice said in her mind. You’ll look weak. Let
the arrow go.
Joy clenched her teeth. “Shit.” She lowered
the bow. “Get out of here, before someone
comes looking for me.”
The woman held her position for a moment, then two, before lowering her gun. “We
need to find shelter,” she told the man. “It’s
getting dark. We need to find shelter before
we’re caught.”
The man nodded in acknowledgement.
“You go on ahead. I’ll catch up.”
Mari looked like she wanted to argue further, glancing at Joy with an accusatory glare,
before relenting. She nodded, once, and took
off down the path, into the road and ducking
behind one of the old cars, out of sight.
“You have to go now,” Joy said. “Aronia
won’t be as nice next time. She’d skin me alive
if she learned I let you run off like this.”
“She doesn’t have to,” the man said softly. “You can still come with me. The offer
will always be open.” He walked over to her,
and extended his hand. Joy stared at it, and
glanced back at him, squinting in confusion.
He smiled patiently. Hesitantly, Joy reached
out and took it, moving it up, down, in a tentative shake.
“What’s your name?” He studied her curiously. “Your real one.”
What do you care? Joy wanted to snap, but
she was surprised to realize that she felt no
indignation. “Molly,” she said carefully. “It
used to be Molly.”
“Molly,” he repeated. “That’s a much nicer
name.” He smiled sadly. “My name is Matthew. And if you ever want to go somewhere
new, you know where to find us.” Joy said
nothing, and he slipped his hand out of hers.
She watched him walk down the dirt path,
hands in his pockets, whistling a cheerful
tune, and deeper into the forest, where he
turned into a speck in the distance, and further to the highway.
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Academy Award
By Ashley Gonzalez

I think I should be an actress
I was in the middle of having sex
with my boyfriend when it came to me
He looked so euphoric and at peace
I was giving my best work but that wasn’t what sealed
my future career, it was the way he looked at me
Like I was the goddess of water and he was always thirsty
I worked out 5 days a week
This look of devotion and praise
wasn’t due to my body
It wasn’t because of my silky, thick hair
It wasn’t because I let him tell me about the time
he almost went pro in football
over and over, again and again
And it absolutely wasn’t because he was a god in bed
I just made it sound like he was
I moaned like a princess
I panted like a lady
And I yelled his name
like he was Hercules
But he was more of a satyr
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I wasted weeks of dating my boyfriend
before I finally had sex with him
just to find out he sucked in bed
and wasn’t even aware of this reality
I’m a woman, so I’m used
to being let down but
this
was
					
ridiculous
Yet, I couldn’t end things with him
because he was really sweet
To make things worse
I think I love him
Apparently more than
I love myself
Plus, Amazon Prime
has overnight shipping
so, I’ll get by
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When Boys Cry
By Cole DiGrazia

The first time I saw
someone like me on tv
was in Boys Don’t Cry.
Where Brandon Teena,
was raped and murdered for the
sin of being trans,
and Hilliary Swank
made a costume of my skin
she could take off when
the filming ended.
But I was left with the stains
splattered onto Ace,
bandages, as my
body was forced into the
shape of a tombstone.

Fragmented Reality – Emerson Little

And when the boy with
graceless lips and shy smile
leads me to his bed,
And when he holds me down,
I think about Brandon and
I try not to cry
as he says to me
“Since you want to be a man,
I’ll fuck you like one.”
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The Ills Of L.A.’s
Urban Oil Drilling

By Ivan Serna

Image by Keidan Chavez

P

eople often think of oil wells in Los
Angeles as a thing of the past, but
there is still active oil drilling in the city.
Residents of the low-income communities,
where most of these wells can be found,
report that the drilling is having negative
impacts on the health of their communities,
particularly the working-class, immigrants
and people of color populations that live
near these neighborhood oil wells.
The relationship between burning fossil
fuels, which end up as greenhouse gases in
the atmosphere, and global warming is well
known. Yet, until the Covid-19 pandemic
put on the brakes, oil production in the U.S.
remained at an all-time high. The oil industry is a powerful special interest and its tentacles run deep in American politics, making
reform difficult.
In Los Angeles, though, a movement has
emerged where people are demanding a
change that involves, “No Drilling Where
We Are Living”, calling for a 2,500 feet buffer-zone ordinance. The proposed ordinance
protects the health and safety of people by
establishing a safer distance between a drilling site and sensitive land zoned for housing,
schools, clinics/hospitals, parks, and places
of worship. The closure of these sites can
present positive outcomes for the community, but only after they have caused a great
deal of harm to the people of Los Angeles.
Much of Los Angeles’ rapid growth is tied
to an oil boom in the 1890s, during which
entrepreneurs such as Edward L. Doheny
and Charles A.Canfield discovered crude oil
and became wealthy men. By 1930, California was producing nearly one-quarter of the
world’s oil output. The oil industry was the
new gold rush.
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The oil derricks that once picked the landscapes here are no longer visible throughout
much of greater Los Angeles, but the oil
industry is still active. There are about 70
working oil fields in the L.A. basin and a
disproportionate number are in low-income
communities of color such as South Central
and Wilmington, where people don’t have
the political power that goes with affluence.
A report released by the Los Angeles
County Department of Public Health, “Public Health and Safety Risks of Oil and Gas
Facilities in Los Angeles County,” details the
health and safety concerns stemming from oil
and gas wells located in densely populated
areas. The report describes how “particulate
matter and other toxic air pollutants such
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that are
often associated with oil and gas extraction
activities can lead to harmful human health
effects including eye, nose and throat irritation; exacerbations of asthma; and other
respiratory conditions. These emissions are
known to present a more significant health
threat to infants and children.” The report
adds that, “Particulate matter and (VOCs)
have been associated with adverse reproductive and developmental effects.”
“NO DRILLING WHERE WE ARE LIVING” and “KEEP IT IN THE GROUND” are
chants heard from grassroots environmental groups like STAND LA, Sunrise, and the
Youth Climate Strike. They are demanding
the City of Los Angeles and the Governor
of California pass a 2,500 feet setback ordinance for oil wells. (Full disclosure: I’ve volunteered with STAND LA).
Bhavna Shamasunder, Assistant Professor
of Urban and Environmental Policy at Occidental College, co-authored the study “Com-

munity-Based Health and Exposure Study
Around Urban Oil Development in South
Los Angeles,” which examines oil development in South Los Angeles through self-reported community health surveys. The study
found that “Many residents are unaware
that Los Angeles contains 70 active oil fields.
In Los Angeles County, 10 million people reside amid more than 5,000 active oil and gas
wells, with approximately 850 active wells
in the city of Los Angeles.”
The city of Los Angeles released an “Oil
and Gas Health Report,” recommending a
600-foot buffer for drilling operations near
sensitive sites. This isn’t enough for most of
the neighborhood activists who want greater and cite numerous studies that “indicate
that public health risks of exposure to toxic
air contaminants (such as benzene and aliphatic hydrocarbons) are most significant
within ½ mile (800 meters or 2,625 feet)
from active oil and gas development.”
Environmental justice activist Nalleli
Cobo grew up in the University Park neighborhood in South Los Angeles, just across
the street from the AllenCo Energy oil site.
From a young age, Cobo was aware of the
preponderance of health problems she and
her neighbors suffered. “Asthma, nosebleeds,
headaches, stomach pains, and body spasms
that got to the point where I couldn’t walk,”
she explained during a recent interview.
Cobo, a Whittier College sophomore, led
the fight against AllenCo that eventually
halted the company’s University Park well.
She took part in lawsuits against the city for
“rubber stamping” near homes and schools
and called upon the Pope to make sure the
AllenCo site, on which the land is leased by
the Catholic Archdiocese of Los Angeles, is
closed permanently. Her efforts inevitably
led to comparisons with Greta Thunberg.
Sadly, Cobo recently announced she had
been diagnosed with an aggressive cancer
affecting her reproductive system.
Elevated cancer risk is one of the prominent health issues raised in the previously
mentioned county public health report on
urban oil wells. Cobo is currently on medical
leave from Whittier College, but as reported in the Los Angeles Times, she promised
an adoring crowd at a recent environmental
rally that she would be on the presidential

ballot in 2036.
Twenty-one oil wells have operated on
AllenCo Energy’s site located at 814 W 23rd
Street Los Angeles. A 2018 City of Los Angeles report on inactive oil drilling in Council
District 1 notes that “On January 15, 2014,
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
cited AllenCo for two (2) violations of the
Clean Air and Clean Water Acts. Specifically, the EPA determined they failed to maintain a safe facility by not taking the necessary steps to prevent accidental releases of
extremely hazardous substances as required
by the General Duty Clause, including the
failure to inspect pressure vessels and pressure relief devices, steel piping, and steel
tanks.”
AllenCo has been permanently shut down
by the California Geologic Energy Management Division (CalGEM), but it is still a
danger to the neighborhood. State Oil and
Gas Supervisor Uduak Joe Ntuk ordered
AllenCo Energy to “plug and abandon the
Well(s) and decommission the Facilities
and restore the well site.” In the Los Angeles
Times article, “State orders permanent shutdown of oil drilling site near USC,” Ntuk declared that the oil company had “deserted”
the facility and failed to properly fix leaks
that showed that wells were deteriorating.”
The article reports that City Councilman
Gil Cedillo, whose district is home to the
facility, “introduced a proposal asking for
city agencies to meet with the Archdiocese
about possible uses for the site.” The proposal signed by Cedillo “instructed various
City Departments to report on the feasibility of utilizing the site for a public park and/
or affordable housing project.” The Catholic
Archdiocese, which owns the property, “has
expressed interest in exploring a partnership with the City in regards to potential
uses of the site.”
The topic of urban oil drilling is not only
seen in Los Angeles, but throughout other
parts of the state and country. This city can
set an example for others to follow and lead
us into a future independent from fossil fuels. You can take action on this injustice by
becoming an ally with STAND LA and other
grassroots organizations, fighting against
oil drilling in residential neighborhoods and
keeping fossil fuels in the ground.
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Blessed Be the Rain
By Elan Garfias

That came when clouds did sleep.
It battered mine and window’s pane,
Coaxing me to sleep.
The rhythm conjured forth her face,
Its ivory claret-lit
By rouge that left its tingling trace
On my lips, softly bit.
I saw reflected in her eyes
That ever-deepening sea of sighs
Which yet betray me to her gaze,
Enamored by her sumptuous ways.
The droplets splashed and wet her back;
They made the whole thing glisten.
Mayhap the rain might bring her back
If only she would listen.
Beware! I think it’s flooding now,
This downpour and this gust.
I buckle ’neath this awesome weight:
The burden of her trust.
She breaks my levy, knocks me down;
Water courses through my lungs.
Enraptured, I’d much rather drown
Than have her from my psyche wrung.
The deluge breaks to drizzle pace.
The sun returns to reap
The memory of her saintly face
Which whelmed me, dreaming deep.
Blessed be the Rain. Blessed be its reign.

Long Bus – Keidan Chavez
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Achilles Heel

Wings

By Angel Alcantar

By Emily Corona

I’d decided on my goals
To be better and lock the ghosts and demons in sealed stone
Deep down in the closet where, one day, they would be gone from my mind,
A vague memory of a locked box no longer haunting every aching moment.
But like Pandora, I can’t keep away and my box remains unlocked and ajar,
Guarded by one with power like Achilles ready to fend off the invaders All it takes is one moment, one moment,
To raise the top for all hell to break loose, an arrow burrows its home.
Just like that the top raises, letting a moment long gone,
And forgotten by all but I, ooze out and slobber over the floor,
So thin, so light, yet so strong, turning me to the stars
For hours on end. I want to reach out and
Pull them from the sky and light my path with them,
End the reign of the tyrants slipping from their cells,
Like sailors of old relying on nothing but themselves and
Lady Luck, just working for their lives by the straps of their boots.
But in view of the beauty of the sky
I feel the calm settle over.

Decorated with
fine lines and vibrant colors,
mirrored images.
Blinded butterfly.
Never able to see the
beauty on its back.
Are we doomed to the
same fate? Never able to
see what others do?

Salmon – Sage Amdahl
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And I stand.
And I stand with my head held high, box held tight and loved, for giving me
tests upon tests.
To grow and mature and see the world in a new light with new hopes and
desires.
So what if not all solely for me? Can I not wish to be better for another,
To ne’er be a cause of sadness or worry but be a star on earth for another?
Maybe never a nova star and not always the first choice,
But if I can bring a smile, a laugh and some relief of heart for a
Moment to another feeling the stars out of reach, then I shall be there
As the stars grounded me from afar.
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As a Child
By Angel Alcantar

Heaven – Tori O’Campo
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So easy as a child,
Not much to think about when you’ve seen so little
of the grand ol’ world. Young and innocent.
No problems or quarrels, but of
thoughts on being chosen last on the basketball team,
of everyone moving forward when it is your turn to kick.
So small, so insignificant. Now bills always pick you first.
Yet nothing has changed.
Twenty-one but a child,
last to be seen or cared for.
Stay in the back. Out of sight out of mind,
“You’re the adopted kid no one wanted.”
So be it…but not truly alone.
Maybe not always last.
Mutual choice of trust and reliance.
Feels nice to be chosen.
Never thought I’d be thought of,
by someone better than me in every way.
Won’t be the first choice but no
Matter, a team period. Happy for it.
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One Last Drive
by Adam Cooper Gardea Gonzales

M

enthol-fused smoke crept into my
nostrils with a sharp, familiar jab
as the exhale washed over the front of my
face, seeping into my pores to ensure that
any lie I told about where I was would be
dismissed as just that.
“Why the f*** do you insist on blowing
smoke in my face?”
Nate stood there, a smug look on his
dumb fucking face while the smoke swirled
inside my eyes, attempting to tease out
tears.
“You gonna cry?”
“Shit, probably if I have to smell your
breath again.”
The little white head of my cigarette
crinkled into red and black flakes of carbonized crumbs as I breathed in the hot
smoke. The tingle and lightheadedness hit
faster than I anticipated, probably because
I haven’t smoked in months. I don’t smoke.
In fact, I only smoke when Nate’s in town,
and shit even then, why do I smoke? I’m a
grown man, but anytime Nate is around I
always find myself falling into some childlike debauchery and some weird cycle of
peer pressure.
The smoke from my last drag pried its
way out of my lungs, forcing me into a
full-on coughing fit, interrupting my train
of thought. A train of thought that would
inevitably lead to me coming up with the
great idea of going home instead of hanging
out with Nate.
“Oh wow, I didn’t realize me being gone
for eight months was gonna turn you into
a pussy.”
“Could you just shut up for once?”
Nate fell silent as his chest heaved, pushing smoke in and out of his body. His hand
slid into his pocket, and as it resurfaced, a
green-and-black gleam came with it. Nate
tucked the Smokey Mountain chew into
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his bottom lip as his arm slowly stretched
in my direction.
“Here”
“Nate, I really should be heading home.”
The noon sun beat down on the asphalt
of the parking lot where we stood. Nate’s
sharp eyes glared into my chest, not breaking contact as I stood up straight from leaning on the hood of my car.
“You can’t leave yet. I asked to hang out
for a reason.”
“Yeah, and what’s that?”
“I just need you to drive. I’ll be in and
out; you’ll just wait in the car.”
The back of my neck began to burn and
tingle as the wall of silence fell on both of
us. The sun scorched me where I stood, but
Nate’s intensity was hotter. My head raced
as the Smokey Mountain chew seeped into
my tingling gums and lip as my head started
to reel and began to float like a balloon.
I met Nate back in college. He didn’t go
to college with me, but he hung around the
parties and always had whatever anyone
wanted. I started smoking the first time I
went to pick something up from his place.
His offer wasn’t much of an offer; rather, I
knew I had to smoke with him. I had always
avoided cigarettes. I hated the way they
would clog up any room my grandparents
were in and how the smoke would always
be heavier than the air when you breathed
it in.
Soon after, Nate started giving me my
Adderall for free — with conditions, of
course. Nate would usually just have me
drive places. I never asked what he was doing, what was in the bags, or why his arms
were bleeding. I was never sure whether
the blood came from him or someone else,
or maybe I was and didn’t want to ask.
“So are you going to stand there, or are
you going to drive?”

Cars always had a funny way of speaking
to me. Once I had a good headrush going,
a couple drinks, I would drive just about
anywhere. Questions and peculiarities
didn’t matter; all that mattered was that
the wheels were turning. Maybe that was
why he always kept me around. I felt my
chest get tight as Nate’s words bounced
around inside my head. I knew better than
to spend any more time listening to anything he had to say; however, as the words
bounced around, they began to settle and
found a comfortable home inside my head.
“Where am I driving?”
I opened the door and got in the driver’s
seat as Nate got in the backseat.
“You know I hate it when you get in the
backseat.”
“It makes me feel like a businessman,
professional, regal.”
The engine started up and rumbled
through my feet and into my chest. I threw
the car in reverse and followed Nate’s directions to a T. As we rolled around the
streets, I familiarized myself with which
streets connected where and how exactly
I may be able to get out of any sticky situation Nate got us into. Smoke filled the car
as Nate puffed through half a pack on the
way to his destination.
The smoke scraping at my eyes while I
drove reminded me of the first time I ever
drove Nate somewhere. He had given me
Adderall three separate times for free; it
was during finals week, and I assumed he
was just being a nice guy. Maybe if I had
insisted on paying, I could have broken the
cycle Nate set up. I could never say no.

◊◊◊

“So, what exactly are you getting into today?”

T

he first drive Nate and I went on was
only a few blocks from the college
and took about twenty minutes once we
got there. The house looked like nothing
you’d expect for whatever unsavory business may have taken place there. Nate came
out different; he was quiet and soft, his
piercing eyes and intense energy somehow

muted. His eyes fluttered under his eyelids
as I drove him back to his place.
Nate was silent as he slumped out of the
car and into his apartment. The next few
times I drove him around were a mix of
Nate running out in a hurry with his bag
seeming fuller.
Nate would tip me, or pay me, I should
say, but there were times when Nate would
get out and come back with fluttering eyelids and a muted calm. I never asked, although perhaps I knew what was going on
and felt better about myself the more I pretended not to know. Nate was my friend,
I thought. Or if not, then at least he was
someone who trusted me enough to drive
him around that way. That had to take
trust, right? Somebody driving you around
while you’re barely there - it’s like the person who drives you home after surgery; a
confidant, that’s what I was. Or maybe
that’s what I wanted to be: a confidant.
I stopped driving for Nate around the
time I stopped smoking, and around the
time I stopped using Adderall, and around
the time I met Jes. She knew that whatever
relationship I had going on with Nate was
no good for either of us. Jes is the one who
helped me quit smoking, and Jes is the reason for anything good in my life. Or as she
would say, she helped me get back on track,
and I helped myself.
Jes liked Nate but she never liked me
when I was around Nate. We would talk
about where he’d have me drive, and I always told her that I never really knew what
he was doing inside at any given time, so
it was no big deal. Jes, on the other hand,
would tell me that I knew and just didn’t
want to think of my friend like that.
Friend, what a funny word. I never saw
Nate as a friend, he was just someone I
helped out sometimes. But Jes, she only
ever referred to him as my friend. Although
Jes had helped me, there were still times
I drove Nate to and fro. It was a lot less
often, and eventually, Nate sort of disappeared. I later learned he had skipped town
to get away from some unsavory deal he had
made.
I graduated, and the year after that, Jes
did too. We got jobs, and we got a place,
and time moved forward. Once or twice
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before now, Nate would show up, and I’d
neglect all personal duties to drive him
around. Possibly I saw it as some way of
helping Nate, in my head. I knew it wasn’t
necessarily so, but it made me feel better, I
guess. Kind of selfish, when I think about
it. But Jes hated this the most. She said that
I was acting different and that I was “endangering” the happy life we built. But all I
was doing was driving Nate around.
The smoke had finally done enough damage to my eyes that I had to roll my window
down. Nate was uncharacteristically quiet
in the backseat. On the way to anything, he
would always be talkative, though it varied
on the way back. However, today he was
quiet; he seemed sad but at peace in the
backseat. His brow crinkled at the glare of
the sun, and he watched buildings pass as
we closed into our destination.
“So, what exactly are you getting into
today?”
“You’ll see when we get there.”
“You know Jes is gonna tear me a new
one when I get home smelling like smoke.”
“Ah, it’ll be ok. Jes is good for you.”
Kind words sounded strange in Nate’s
voice. Nate was never the kind type; he
usually told me what to do and did what
he wanted. But Nate was acting differently.
“Right here, pull up the driveway.” My
body felt heavy as I looked at the building
at the end of the drive—Shell Star Rehabilitation Center.
“This is where we were going?”
Nate stayed silent. The stench of cigarette smoke filled the tension as I looked
back at him in confusion.
“I always try to be unpredictable, ya
know.”
My palms started to sweat as I sifted
through my head to try and find the words
to say.
“That’s why I asked you to drive me, you
never asked any questions, and maybe you
were even what I would consider a best
friend; thanks for one last drive.”
Those words tunneled into the wrinkles
of my brain. One last drive. Best friend.
Was I really a friend? I had known what
was going on but never said anything. Why
did he want me to do this? Why did he pick
me?
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“Well, I guess I’m not gonna be in and
out, huh?”
I stayed quiet, just as I had every other time I drove him somewhere, and just
looked. Words attempted to escape my
mouth, but the hum of the engine tethered
them to my throat.
“I’ll see ya around. tell Jes I said hi.”
“You know she doesn’t like you.”
Of all the words I could say, those are the
ones I got out. Yet Nate’s face lit up as the
words passed my lips.
“Yeah, I know, it’s cuz I’m a bad influence.”

◊◊◊

“I was still so shocked by the
word ‘friend.’”

N

ate’s fingers curled around the
backseat handle as he swung the
door open and began walking towards
the front doors. Nate’s hand shot up as he
waved me away, and I was left at the end of
our last drive.
The engine rumbled through me as I
drove, full to the brim with questions. All
of the streets and alleys I memorized on the
drive up seemed pointless. I felt the wheels
turning on the streets, almost to the point
that I could see them pressing into the asphalt. My past was a lot of things, and I had
done things I didn’t like, yet I was still so
shocked by the word “friend.”
Did I consider Nate my friend? Was there
some bond between us that I pretended not
to notice? Was I as close with Nate as I am
with Jes? Why would I neglect my life to
spend time with somebody who complicated mine? Buildings blurred into a gray
mass, and soon I was pulling into home.
Still, none of my questions were asked,
and none of my questions were answered. I
put my car into park and put on my tie; I’d
be home a little early from work, but what
did that matter.
“Jes I’m home.” I walked through the
door, and Jes stood looking at me puzzled.
“You smell like smoke.”
“Nate says hi,” I said through a breaking
voice.

Feeling Trapped

– Heidi Metro
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Can’t Stop
By Ashley Gonzalez

My brain won’t take its meds
It sniffs out my nightmares
and chokes on my father’s cologne
My brain feels all my pain
It plays tug o’ war to start the day
the winner floods my serotonin
My brain sees her nails
Always french tip, and her always tan hands
In need of lotion and handcuffs
My brain hears the loud barking
It bounces off the walls inside my head
Bubbles of air roughly molding into anxiety
My brain tastes like him
over and over, lips too dry, tongue too wet
with peach vodka and his teeth banging into my own

Out of the Shadows – Emerson Little
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My brain doesn’t want to be a robot
Basking in a storm of voices and faces until
finally my brain whispers “fade to black.”
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If

By Alexandra Romero
I feel my figure
I don’t dare look,
I look and I lie
At night I cry,
I can’t learn to accept
I only thrive by feeding
Yet I lay and feel sorry
I don’t know what to do
No patience,
None
None for any time
None for change
Need a body,
One who will accept
Yet better,
Need a mind
One who will listen

Feeling Blue – Hailey Garcia

To guide my hand
Need to trust first,

Succubus

But why can’t I
Do it myself

By Yasmin Mendoza

Claim to be independent
At least want to be
But when will I be
Is that when I’ll..
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You have hungry eyes,
tasting my failures and fears;
do you feel better?
Just when?
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How to Become
A Reader
by Isabel Montero

F

irst, when you are four years old, let
your mother read to you. That one
picture book about the pigeon who wants
to drive a bus, but the bus driver won’t let
him. Feel bad for the pigeon, but understand that the bus driver made the right
call; you wouldn’t want a pigeon to drive
your bus either. Learn to root for characters.
Let your mother read you another book,
this one about two British siblings who
visit a library. She believes that in order to
properly read a book with British characters, she must narrate in a British accent.
A bad British accent. Adore every second
of it.
When you learn to read to yourself, you
will hear different character’s voices in
your head.
n fifth grade, take a class with Mr.
Scott. Decide that Mr. Scott is kind of
intimidating because he never smiles and
seems to hate children. Choose a random
book called Ashes of Roses by Mary Auch,
because you find the sepia-colored girl on
the cover both happy and sad, and you are
curious to find out why.
Read it at your desk during “silent time,”
read it at recess, read it in the car on your
way home, read it in the last room of your
grandparent’s house where it’s the quietest. Learn about the Triangle Shirtwaist
Factory Fire of 1911.
Cry one of those ugly cries when it feels
like your heart is in your throat and your
eyes become swollen pink slits. You have

I
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somehow managed to pick one of the most
heartbreaking stories that you have ever
read in your entire short life. Wonder to
yourself why horrible things can happen to
good people.
Wonder to yourself whether you will
be able to view the world in the same way.
Wonder why the hell Mr. Scott would let
10-year-olds read this. Thank Mr. Scott in
class the next day.
n sixth grade, start a book club with
your three friends. After consistently
pestering the librarians, attain two rectangular wooden tables that are slightly sticky
and located at the very back of the library
to call yours every Wednesday during recess.
Ask your friend’s mother if she could
please, possibly, laminate name-cards for
the club leaders. Tell her, “Absolutely, it
is the only way we will seem professional.” Wear your laminated name-card with
pride; feel like a badass. A badass bookworm. When your peers actually start to
show up and sit patiently in their uncomfortable blue plastic chairs waiting for the
book club leaders to provide literary guidance and bookish inspiration, stare at them
awkwardly for a couple of minutes and
then announce, “Excuse us, we are going to
be having a private club leader meeting.”
The other club leaders will ask you why
they are having a separate club leader meeting in the middle of their book club meeting
and you will say, “I think this was a mistake.” Agree to hide underneath a table and
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read until your “members” get bored and
decide to go play handball instead. Unclip
the laminated name-card from your shirt
and slip it into your Hello Kitty backpack.
Understand that you are not yet worthy
of the magnitude of its power. Decide that
book clubs are not for you.
hen you are in high school, attend
one more book club meeting to
test if this has changed. Sit down in a circle, “Socratic Seminar” fashion, and listen
respectfully as other members introduce
themselves by saying their name, grade,
and favorite book.
When it is your turn, stumble out a response and feel your cheeks burn red. Realize that book club meetings are practically,
“Socratic Seminars,” which force everyone
to speak. Realize that this does not seem
fun to you. Decide that you do not want to
read Lord of the Flies just because Debbie
decides it is the book of the month. Even if
it is Debbie’s favorite.
hen your dad picks you up for the
weekend, and the conversation
lulls during the long hour and a half drive read. Just for fun. When you are nine, ten,
eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen,

W

W

sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen, devour stories of all kinds. When it’s dark,
use a book light, and if the book light runs
out of batteries, use the light from your
phone. Tell everyone that you’re certain
your superpower is your tolerance to car
motion sickness.
One day while driving the Black Toyota, your dad will blurt, “I hate it when you
read those damn things! I rarely see you and
when I do, your head is in a book.” Understand that he is hurt.
Compromise and close your book. Place
it gently beside your feet, making sure not
to dirty the cover. Only read books around
your dad that are absolutely necessary, like
Ian Baucom’s Specters of the Atlantic: Finance Capital, Slavery, and the Philosophy
of History, so you don’t fail your college
course.
Talk to your dad. Remember that he was
the one who took you to Barnes & Noble
when you were five, and while you read a
book, he would read an outdoor magazine
right beside you.

◊◊◊

Empty Thoughts – Gabriella Rodriguez
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When their lordly stillness broke,
And loosed upon the fields sky-soak,
And kept the preening sun away,
And let me, blinded, see the dark,
That hush unbroken by the lark,
That gush of truths unfathomed, stark,
Which sings throughout the fastness hark.
The harvest clouds have come to mark

Clouds

Their merry namesake, harvestide,
For which for one and sixty days
We all must buy their will abide
Till wintrier clouds bid them to go
And blanket all the world in snow.

The harvest clouds have come again
To cast a sleepy sky in gray,
To cloak the world in dreamlit day,
To frighten all the light away.

I’d just as soon take sail in tow,
Leap up to grab a misty bough
And outcraft of it oars to row
The wispy ship against her foe
And at the wayward winter throw
The seedlings that have yet to grow,
The saplings I’ve still yet to sow.
All this, my earthbound love, I’d show
If lofty harvest clouds hung low.

By Elan Garfias

The harvest clouds have come to stay,
To drown us with a winsome pour,
To douse us with their watered lore,
To down us with their warring roar.
The harvest clouds have come once more
To wrench the greenness from the oak,
To bring its bounty to the folk,
To doff the burdened ox his yoke,
To call the yield the rain bespoke.
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The harvest clouds had come,
Then no.
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Defining Mistakes
By Emily Corona

Inside my heart is who I used to be.
The girl “too sad,” “too broken,” “too much,”
but I’ve been working hard for them to see
that I’m more than flames, most too scared to touch.
I’ve learned to smile, be content, and to find
my courage when I needed it the most.
Felt like the right thing to do; in their minds,
I was already better... well almost.
They all expected more from me.
They expect me to be better, and I want to be,
I try to be, I aim to be perfect,
but self doubt always gets the best of me.
Remake this version of me now, then
I fall and make the same mistakes again.

Forgive Yourself – Heidi Metro
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Dicta!

Sheath

When billionaires refuse to budge, when tories won’t pay tax,
When senators refuse to sign the slightest welfare acts,
When capital and Capitol shed blood to sign their pacts.

I gave him a sleek, silver switchblade
with the date February twelfth, 2015
burnt into the wooden handle
to use when he goes sailing.

By Elan Garfias

Deliver us a Caesar.
When Congress is a get rich scheme,
When office is a Beltway dream
To gobble every bloated ream
Of pharma-funded pork.
But Mr. Millionaire I ask ya,
Where the fuck’s our fork?
Deliver us a Caesar.
The rich men with their golden hordes
Don’t argue law with men with swords
So sock it to our overlords:
Put futility to fire and the College to the crypt.
To each Brutus, his own Philippi
Till the roots of rot be ripped.
What prince might make patrician quake,
When People from their stupor wake?
Deliver us, oh Caesar.
Thy writ and will be done.
Deliver us, oh Caesar.
Thy will and ours be one.
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By Cole DiGrazia

I spent my weekends sitting
on the grainy shores of Long Island,
tracing our names in the sand,
waiting for a glimpse of his boat to glide back to me.
He liked to practice his knots on my limbs,
a Constrictor Hitch on my left wrist,
and a Tom fool’s on the right,
affixing both arms and legs to metal bed posts.
He’d wait till he could see
the periwinkle blush of my hands and feet,
then his blade would kiss the space between
bruised skin and rope, setting me free.
After we broke up he found me
tucked between Scarlet Oak and Sycamore trees,
my fingers gently intertwined with those of a boy I just met
and he gripped tightly on his hilt.
When I called my parents crying
asking to be picked up,
they told me it was my fault.
After all, I was the one who gave him the knife
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Girl Skin

By Annalisse Galaviz
With conversation failing
between foreign tongues
Skin is all we have left
To give meaning to

Writer’s Block

Women are brought up
To show skin
Because girly whispers
Are shallow,
Unlike the long-drawn swords
Of ego,
Yielded by men who would rather
Our words fall into pink oblivion

By Madalynn Wible

I

How often do men read between
Lines that give meaning to the length of a skirt
And rejoice in the obscurity between
A girl and a woman
So why not chant naked in forests
And form that sacred bond
Between two girls sharing the same deity
That scares men into submission
Or to gather up in arms.

Purple – Sage Amdahl
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don’t know what to write. Maybe the
answers will come to me if I stare at
the blinking cursor long enough; or if I continue to write whatever blatant thought
comes into my mind.
Lately, ideas only come to me when I’m
in the most unconventional places. Yet every failed attempt to imprison them takes
another chunk of my motivation. Blank.
Blank. Blank. Every blink engraves another
judgment into my mind. This causes me to
become infatuated with perfectionism and
brilliance to the point where nothing less
than will suffice. Everything I write must
be a literary masterpiece or it’s worthless.
Think. Think. Think.
Blink. Blink. Blink.
While my mind runs rampant with ideas
and images, my fingers remain stil and my
keyboard silent because the thoughts escape my mind before reaching my fingertips. I wasn’t always like this. I used to walk
through the orchard of my mind, plucking
ideas off trees of imagination, developing
them into stories that the general public
would swallow up in greedy desire if given
the chance, yet not hesitate to criticize if
the slightest flaw were present. When the
rare opportunity arose, they seemed to devour these fully-flushed worlds and fantastic stories that used to fall onto the page

as easily as raindrops would plummet from
hovering storm clouds.
Those trees have since died, shriveled,
and decayed due to the happenings of last
year. If someone were to ask me how I ever
managed to survive it or how I was able to
cope I’d say I didn’t. I let my motivation slip
away from me, my hopes and dreams melted
away and self-doubt and hatred took their
place. I shut down and hid away from the
world. My fears became my validation and
my friends became a luxury that only existed through technology.
I would stare at my phone every day as
a way of vicariously living through other
people and pretending that I was loved.
This eventually turned me into a puddle
of tears, because I knew that my life was
a waste and that I possibly wouldn’t get a
chance to recycle myself. It was a downward spiral of thoughts ending in a pool of
nothingness and numbness where my soul
would eventually drown.
So did I survive last year? Was I able to
cope with the madness and revive my ever-breaking self? No, in fact, I’d say it slowly pried my soul from my shaking hands and
left me full of emotions without an outlet.
That’s ok. Time moves on, my thoughts
drift off, I resurrect my soaking, sulking
soul, and I begin again.
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Bonfire Breeze
by Kris Berardi

happy. Like they belonged there. Like they
knew what they were doing. I understood
none of it, not the appeal of drinking until
I threw up or gossipping about the nearest
couple. Definitely not whatever it was Joanne and Carter were doing.

◊◊◊

“Come here often?”

I

My veins froze as the icy water enveloped my head, plunging me below
the lake’s surface. Why can’t I breathe?
◊◊◊

T

he warmth of the bonfire splashed
onto their faces and lit up their
laughter. Their chatter seemed so foreign as
I watched from one edge of the blaze. My
friends, enjoying their youth and freedom,
surrounded me. Their teen-speak sounded
like tongues. Their breath smelled like beer.
Their partying was some intricate ritual I
didn’t understand. I got up from my chair
and slowly backed away from the scene.
Away from their ceremonial circle and towards the bright blue cooler leaning against
a tree next to our cluster of tents.
It wasn’t always like this. Was it? Back
before senior year, before high school? Back
when we were all just kids at Cherry Oak
Elementary running around the playground.
When Tim would pull on Claire’s hair and
the girls claimed the monkey bars to be a
boy-free zone. I can still feel the calluses on
my hands and hear the yard duty yelling for
me to get down when I climbed onto the roof
of the play structure. I couldn’t help myself.
The wind felt so good whipping my long,
wild hair around my face. The adrenaline
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pumping in my veins as my classmates egged
me on to climb higher. The blind numbing
pain from when I fell off and broke my ankle.
“Grabbing a drink?”
I jumped. I hadn’t noticed Claire come up
behind me.
“Ya,” I stammered. “It was too hot by the
fire. I wanted to get some cool air.”
“I can trade seats with ya if ya want.” She
pointed to her chair on the opposite end of
the fire about a foot further back than mine.
The red flame danced enticingly, seeming to
pull Claire back towards our friends circling
the campfire.
“Nah, it’s cool. Just gonna grab a drink.”
The wind picked up, blowing her hair
across her face. She used her finger to tuck
it behind her ear before taking a sip of her
beer.
“Suit yourself.” She shivered and headed toward the fire. For a minute, I couldn’t
move. My shoes rooted themselves to the
forest floor, turning me into a tree, a silent
observer of their celebratory activities.
Candace and Ally were whispering with
their heads close together, glancing over at
where Joanne and Carter appeared to be
having a contest to see who could eat the
other’s tongue first. Tyler was patting Tim
on the back as he coughed up beer onto the
wet ground. Claire sat in her chair, laughing
at them and scolding Tim. They looked so

t was always the same no matter the
setting. The fire could be replaced by
a sticky beer pong table, Tyler and Tim
sloshed off their asses from playing one
too many games. The gossiping lawn chairs
changed into a grimy green couch that
smelled of teenage hormones. I would be
leaning against the far wall staring at the
signed Flyers jersey on the wall pretending to sip bitter beer. The only difference is
Claire. She used to try hard to get me to join
the festivities. She would down shots with
Joanne and then stroll in my direction, stopping to admire the beer pong game, chatting
at the stain-covered couch, approaching
slowly like I was a lost dog that she didn’t
want to spook. Before leaning against the
wall next to me.
“Come here often?” Her tone is trying a
little too hard to be casual.
“Probably more than I should.”
“Come on, Annie! Where’s your party attitude?” I would always roll my eyes at her
and choke back the smile that threatened to
form on my lips.
“Must have left it in my other coat.”
“You are ridiculous! You know that,
right?” she would say, laughing, before grabbing my arm and pulling me towards the
mayhem.
The wind picked up again, rustling the
leaves on the ground and uprooting my feet.
I shook the memory from my head, then
glanced at my friends around the roaring
blaze before turning and wandering down
one of the forest trails near our camp. I
stumbled my way down the path lit only by
the occasional fire from a neighboring campsite. Tripping my way through the dark, I
wondered about the possibility of being disappeared by a restless spirit or lonely killer. The breeze rustled the trees around me,

whispering its displeasure before blowing
low and wrapping itself around me in a soft
hug.
It’s not like anyone would miss me. I answered under my breath, choosing to tune
out the winds plea. I let my mind go numb
as its comforting embrace turned into something cold and somber. My foot caught on a
rock and I hit the ground.
It had started to drizzle as we all piled
into a stretch limo on our way to prom.
Music blared through vibrating speakers
and we took turns sneaking sips from Carter’s flask when we knew the driver wasn’t
looking. The twists and turns on the road
made me queasy and my head was throbbing
before we even arrived. By the time we got
there, the drizzle had transformed into a
downpour.
“This is a nightmare! I don’t want to get
my dress wet.” Candace whined. Still dizzy
from the ride, I stepped out of the limo after her and immediately slipped on the slick
sidewalk. I fell forward but just before hitting the ground someone caught me.
“Oh shit, Annie! Are you ok?” My vision
swam as I looked up at the blurry figure.
“Ya…” I mumbled as Claire pulled me to
my feet. “I’m good. I got a little motion sickness from the ride, I guess.” A gust of wind
blew her hair out of her face and she shivered.
“Let’s go inside! It’s freezing!” Claire
grabbed my arm and hurried towards our
friends waiting under the overhang by the
entrance.
Suddenly, I realized I had stopped walking. I was leaning against a tree, my breath
coming out in sharp gasps. How did I get
here? My knees were stinging from where I
had ripped my jeans from my fall. I looked
around and discovered I was standing in
the tree line right outside of our camp. My
friends were still sitting around the fire, but
it was odd. Their usual rambunctiousness
seemed to have been replaced by something
hushed. The blaze had turned into a soft
glow barely lighting their faces. They all
seemed tired. Maybe it was late.
I hope Tim didn’t drink too much and
swallow his tongue. My ears roared with
the rustling of branches as the wind pushed
against my back. I could go back over there.
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The teen rituals appeared to have ended. I
could just go sit by the fire. It looked so soft
and warm.
Maybe.
No, I don’t want to ruin their fun. I
pushed off the tree and headed back into
the forest down a different path. I couldn’t
tell which one since it was far too dark to
read any of the trail signs. The trees started
to loom around me. They caged me in until
the path completely disappeared. The wind
swirled around me, filling my ears with
static and freezing me from the inside out.
I couldn’t take it anymore. I took off running. My heart pounded in my chest and my
lungs burned. Why couldn’t I have stayed
at camp and joined in the festivities? They
were my friends. This was supposed to be
happy. We did it. We graduated high school
in one piece. This was supposed to be our
last hurrah before we all went our separate
ways. But even after all these years, I still
didn’t belong.
The wind soared through the trees and
pushed me back into reality with a snap.
When I looked up, I was standing at the
edge of the lake. Behind me, I heard the distant sounds of campfire parties mixed with
something that seemed more frantic. The
celebratory noises had turned into worried
calls. Did something happen?
I hope everyone is ok.
Why are my shoes wet? I was standing
in the lake, but that didn’t make any sense
because the lake was at least a 5-mile hike
from where we had set up camp. The shouts
behind me grew closer and the wind furi-

ously danced circles around me.
I hope everyone’s ok. The water climbed
up to my waist, but even as my toes turned
blue, I could barely feel it. I bet tomorrow
everyone will go swimming and show off
their new swimsuits.
“But Annie, you have to come!” Joanne had
pleaded about a week ago. The girls were all
going to the mall to get new swimsuits for
the trip.
“I don’t know...”
“Please! How am I supposed to find a
good suit without you there to give me compliments?”
“Joanne, I’m not even sure I should come
on the trip anyway.” I turned away from her,
averting my gaze.
“What? That’s crazy! Of course you’re
coming.” She hesitated before putting a
hand on my shoulder. In the end I gave in,
and found myself sitting on a hard wooden
bench watching a plethora of shopping bags
as the rest of the girls tried on swimsuits.
“Annie!” A shakey, desperate shout called
from the shoreline
Hey, that’s my name. But it couldn’t have
been for me. All my friends were back at
camp enjoying their night. Peaceful blue
waves began lapping at my shoulders.
“Annie!” The shout came again. This
time I turned, shielding my eyes from bright
flashlight beams. I looked at my hand. All
my fingers had turned blue and shriveled.
I looked back at the flashlights calling my
name. I heard a loud splash as the cold water
filled my ears.

Pay Attention – Heidi Metro
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Why You Can’t Love
By Ashley Gonzalez

It’s not easy being a warrior at the age of nine
dancing to the yells that bounced off picture framed walls
smiling only at parents on tv, rehearsing lines of the child
Your family wasn’t the most ferocious in uptown, but
the brightest lightning was embraced by thunder
By thirteen you learned you hated loud noises
Piercing screeches and angry growls
burned holes into your ears
and crashed into your brain
Stupid
That was the beginning
Two syllables
One word
Replacing your name without consent
Your father screaming at your mother to divorce
Your mother screaming at you to think
No more smiles that bring friends, no laughter to help the sun rise
only tears that brought storms
You’d lie in bed and think
Dad broke mom’s heart and now you can’t stop the rain
When your first kiss happens, you’ll be fifteen
no tightness of the nerves, not even sweaty palms
just empty space where there should be speeding thoughts
Shallow stories told by the older girls, you wanted to feel,
wanted to leave your body stiff in his arms
He will feel your tension
But he’s a boy, so it’s ignored, and trying to grasp onto anything,
any emotion always lands you in the past
You walk home to cars honking
but only hear your mom
What waits for you at home every midnight
her broken cries to your aunt
“he doesn’t love me anymore”
This lullaby on repeat every night
until her tears wash you to sleep
94

Floating Away

– Hailey Garcia
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Dive In – Heidi Metro
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Preslie
By Claire Pelote

“I just dabble in ideas undeniably.”

P

res is putting her makeup on
again.

“Does this look good?”
I’m driving so I don’t turn my head. At
the stoplight I look over and take her in.
At 22 years old, 5’9 and a size 9 shoe, she
can seem intimidating, but everything else
about her demeanor says otherwise. She’s
looking down at me (despite us both sitting down) with her large, green/yellow
wide-set eyes, slacked with black liner and
all of the colors of the rainbow. She’s wearing a mauve colored smile bigger than life
on her face and long red extensions falling
down her shoulders.
“It’s a look.” I decide.

P

res has two children.

Everly, at two months old, and two-yearold Olivia. When I arrive at her humble
abode, I find myself working as a babysitter earning zero compensation.
“Don’t leave!” Olivia calls out, waddling
in just a diaper toward the door I was
about to open.
“But I have to go home,” I reply.
“No no no no no!” Olivia demands, practically throwing herself against the door,
blocking my escape.
“Dude calm down she has to leave,” Pres
directs toward her two-year-old child.
“Haha you call your baby dude? What
the f?”
“Yeah she’s being annoying. Like stop
crying for one second. Just kidding,” she
replies.
She’s of course “always joking around
24/7.” If you think she’s lying, she’s not. Almost every sentence that comes out of her
mouth is followed by “just kidding.”
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P

res is annoyed.

“I stayed up till five [AM] adjusting my
schedule and they freaking canceled me last
minute,” Pres complains while Olivia runs
around like a woman in the wild trying to
find shelter. She was booked to work as an
extra on a television series, which is also
where we met. Because she is on welfare--a
financial aid program run by the government to support low-income Americans-and this is her only job, it is understandable
to me that she is upset.
“That sucks dude. Do you know why?” I
empathize.
“F****** b****** I’m trying to get
paid,” she laughs despite the tension in her
voice. “I’m still taking the babies to their
dad and doing something.”

P

res is indecisive.

If you guys are wondering about Pres’s future, so is she. Despite being a background
actor (a non-speaking role in the background of a scene), she’s more interested in
music. “I’d like to dabble in the field. Oh my
God don’t use that.” Don’t get her wrong,
she likes acting but it isn’t her end goal. It’s
more like, “a thing where I can come and
go. I’d rather be in the background anyway
because I’m so awkward and bad at acting.
They want you to act a certain way, but
when I’m in the background, I can just run
away and be like ‘gotta go,’” she elaborates.
I laugh.
“I fu***** love music,” she says.
She likes to sing, but will not allow anybody to “hear me sing because I suck at
singing.” “Hmmm yeah then probably not
singing,” I say.
“I don’t know, I just dabble in ideas undeniably. By the way that’s a new word,”
she decides, phonetically saying the word
undeniably. “I change my mind all the time.

I like to dabble in drugs and crack it’s totally fine. It’s totally controlled,” Pres jokes.
“You’re crazy,” I tell her.
“Someone walks by you... want some
crack for the road, for your way home?” she
continues.
“I can’t with you.”
(Pres does not do crack, or most other
drugs)

P

res texts a lot.

Like a lot. Our conversations consist of
when I’m coming back to Sacramento, or
why this guy we thought was cool, flipped
a switch and turned “psycho,” — our favorite term — and Pres’s favorite word to use
to describe her baby daddy, Nick. I look
down and see a text from Pres.
It reads, “Thanks for ditching me,” followed by an emoji and a lot of “haha’s.” She
is referencing the group chat I created with
her and TJ, a fellow background actor.
Pres met TJ on set before I did. She was
going on and on and on about this “really
sweet guy who helped me with my bags on
the shuttle.” To tell you the truth I wasn’t
really paying attention.
When I told her that “This guy named TJ
was getting me food,” she responded saying, “I hate you! That’s T!”
In my defense, she gushed over him at
three in the morning and I was trying to
not get us killed on the very narrow road
to the Airbnb we were staying at but still,
let’s keep this between us.
“Oh that’s T? I realized. No never mind
he’s yours.”
“Remember when T was like, ‘you girls
are funny?’” I ask, responding to her text
about TJ.
“We’re hilarious.” Pres concurs.
“We come as a package though.” I remind
her. “Sister wives who don’t make out.”
“We don’t make out with each other but
we’ll make out with you.” Pres says making
our one sentence inside joke two dimensional.
“Facts.” I state.

P

res is trying to be “healthy.”

“I’m eating ice cream right now to be

healthy,” Pres says over the phone.
“To be healthy?” I question.
“Yeah it says no growth hormones or
whatever.”
“Standards,” I joke. “I wonder if they
make breast milk ice cream?” I think out
loud.
“Ew, that’s disgusting,” she says.
“Pres you’re funny. Who do you get that
from?” I ask, fully aware of my non sequitur.
“From my dad. He bought it for me,” she
says, really holding the last syllable of me.
Pres’s dad used to joke around with her
all of the time saying that she didn’t have a
sense of humor and that he needed to buy
her one from the store. Her mom swears
that ever since then Pres hasn’t stopped
joking.

P

res goes with the flow.

P

res “just can’t” with her baby
daddy .

While reluctant to discuss her childhood, she does offer some insight. In sixth
grade, she wanted to be on the soccer
team. She made a deal with her dad that he
would buy everything she needed to play
but when she asked her mom to sign the
liability form, her mom never did. When
I ask if she knew why, Pres says that her
parents had good intentions but just never
followed through.

When I ask her about her relationship
with Nick, she replies saying, “Ew, blocked.
Just kidding put his name on there and tag
him.” If I wasn‘t aware of how she felt about
her baby daddy, I sure was now. Also, did
she know that this wasn’t Instagram?
“Don’t think it works like that.” I inform
her.
“He would always threaten to hit me and
do a bunch of dumb shit.” She says seriously.
“That’s really scary,” I tell her. “Did he
ever hit you?”
“One time I fell and he had his hand up
and was like ‘I should hit you bi***.’”
Pres and Nick were together on and off
for a year and a half. She got pregnant with
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Preslie
at his grandma’s house and he went to a
mental hospital where they diagnosed him
with depression,” she says. “Oh God this
whole thing you’re writing is going to be
about Nick and I didn’t even want to talk
about him,” Pres complains, laughing.

P

res’s family is pretty f****** chill.

P

res is depressed.

Pres told her sister that she was pregnant first, followed by her mom. Her mom
wasn’t too surprised and her parents
weren’t really mad.
“At that point it was too late, like I already have a baby inside me. There’s nothing they could do,” she explains.
“If people want to get mad at me I’m like
‘Bye have a good day.’ I’m not going to open
the door and be like ‘No come back,’” Pres
reveals.
As to her reaction when she found out
she was pregnant, “F my life,” she remembers. Did she consider abortion? “No, I got
pregnant so it was my responsibility to follow through.”

Sweet Tunes – Hailey Garcia
Olivia, and they broke up when she was
nine months old. She wasn’t on any birth
control at the time and she might have used
a condom but can’t remember. She recalls
him rubbing her stomach at the hospital
and suggesting that they work things out
for the sake of Olivia.
“At this point I should have been like
‘gotta go’ but I didn’t know he was psycho
yet,” she says. They slept together shortly after their conversation in the hospital.
No, they didn’t use a condom. Yes she “was
stupid.” Nick was “talking” to other girls
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while Pres was pregnant, which is part of
the reason she doesn’t trust guys anymore.
“I used to be like ‘Hi I believe everything
you say,’” she says with a laugh. She admits
that there were red flags in the beginning,
such as his anger issues, but nothing compared to what happened after she had Olivia. “He would hit himself everytime we got
into an argument and he would threaten to
kill himself.”
“Do you think he’s mentally not all
there?” I question.
“I don’t know. He tried to hang himself

When I ask Pres if she had any dreams or
aspirations that she was forced to put on
hold after getting pregnant, she surprises
me with her response.
“No not really. I was kind of depressed,
which is why I was hanging out with Nick
and not caring about anything.”
This is news to me. When I first met Pres
she came off as this fun, happy, crazy girl.
Our conversations were never too deep and
mental health was definitely not a part of
our day-to-day.
“Do you know what your depression
stemmed from if anything?” I ask curiously.
“Probably the other guy I was talking to
before. Guess what dude? That guy is in jail
for shooting his girlfriend and killing her.”
“What the hell?” I exclaim.
“Yeah,” she replies sadly. She explains
to me that prior to murdering his girlfriend, he told her that his daughter was
really sick and needed medicine. In return,
she gave him 40 dollars, but now that she
thinks about it, he probably just used it for
something else.

“He made me depressed after that. Before
that happened, we would just smoke all of
the time. We weren’t doing anything with
our lives. We didn’t do anything bad but
we weren’t doing anything good. We were
stagnant.”
“That’s the worst place to be.” I sympathize.
Pres’s dad had a wedding business right
across the street from an auto shop. Pres
brought in her car one day and they kept
storing it, saying they were going to work
on it last since they were working on it for
free and ended up just keeping it.
“I was like ‘That’s my car what the heck?’
I was really depressed in my room for a
year,” Pres explains. (*Pres was not formally diagnosed with depression and was never on medication)
Didn’t her parents care that she was in
her room for a whole year, not doing anything due to her depression? According to
Pres, they didn’t. Her mom sent her to LA
to be with family for a week but she claims
it didn’t help. “She should have at least
encouraged me and helped me get my car
back,” Pres says with dismay.
Her car was under her mom’s ex-boyfriend’s parents’ (I know it’s a lot) name
but her mom didn’t want to call her ex’s
parents despite them being “so nice.”
“They effed me over,” Pres says in reference to her parents’ lack of help. She claims
that her parents could have done more
when I ask about their support for her.
“Yesterday my baby daddy was M.I.A., so
I called my mom but she was like ‘Sorry I
have to work.’ She didn’t even help.”
“So what about your dad? Did he encourage you to go for your dreams?” I ask. My
dad is traveling a lot so I see him, but not
that much.”
“What the hell were you thinking?” I finally asked her.
At some point in life, we have to hold
ourselves accountable for our actions, despite our circumstances, and for lack of a
better word, get our shit together.
In typical Pres manner, she doesn’t reply
and instead proceeds to scream at Olivia
for jumping on the couch naked. Despite
the fact that I don’t get one verbal confirmation that she even hears what I say, I get
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exactly the answer I need.
Her preoccupation speaks loud and
clear and aligns exactly with her “go with
the flow” mentality. She doesn’t have time
to talk about her decisions or even think
about them.
Was Pres ever taught to think before she
speaks? Does she just go through life dealing with obstacles thrown at her, without
reflecting on what the hell just happened?

P

res hates her ex-boss.

Pre’s boss at Supercuts--where she
worked as a receptionist--fired her but told
everyone that she quit, which Pres believes
was illegal. “She was like, ‘It will look better for your other jobs,’” Pres explains. Because of the time conflict, she quit going to
the college nutrition class she was taking,
ending her plan to become a personal trainer. She describes the class as “everything I
already knew.” She felt as though she was
wasting her time studying it.
Pres does not understand her anxiety. “I
had an anxiety attack senior year [in highschool],” she pauses and I realize that it is
hard for her to remember exact details. “I
was freaking out and crying a little bit and
I couldn’t breathe haha, and I texted my
grandparents that I loved them.
“I was like, ‘Why am I like this right
now? I feel like I’m about to have a heart attack.’” She read that she was either having
a panic attack or a heart attack and determined that it was a 50/50 chance.

Pres can’t remember whether or not she
was taken to the hospital the day of or the
day after the attack. “I found a vein sticking out of my foot more than normal, and
the doctor was like that’s normal and I
was like, ‘ lol how is that normal?’. I kind
of forced myself to believe it because I had
really bad anxiety then.”

P

res is well...Pres.

I look down at my ringing phone and see
Pres’s name across the screen. I answer. After a few minutes of joking around, she finally tells me, “I got your text. It was sweet
and hella overdramatic.” Pres is referring to
a text that I sent her after not hearing from
her for far too long, despite my numerous
texts and calls.
“Yeah I know. I didn’t know if you were
mad at me,” I tell her on the verge of tears.
“I didn’t even think about it. I just
thought ‘Wow rude, she didn’t call me
back,” she jokes, which really doesn’t make
any sense considering I called her way too
many times for her not to answer.
And just like that we move on. This
conversation could not embody her more.
Here I was stressing about our dwindling
friendship, while she hadn’t given it a second thought.
“Did I tell you that I got a job at the gym?
Like, I want to work out but like that’s way
too awkward,” Pres says laughing. Yep,
Pres to a T, pun intended.

In Paris, With Love – Tori O’Campo
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Ghost

By Abby Padilla
Criminal intent has killed me
I am none but a soul
A soul of anger, hatred, and sin.
My lantern looks like it’s floating
The door slowly opening
It is not a draft, it is not a mouse
The angel of death is in the house.
Without a sound
Aspiring for a murder most foul
My feet do not touch the floor
I can walk through walls
I can walk through doors
Just like Lenore.

Rolling Color – River Danner

The fair maiden whom the angels named
He can only hope the presence is Lenore
And she and I share the same form
Yet her touch needs no worn.
A floating man
A floating mattress
Surely a supernatural mess of a murder
Something otherworldly is my ghost.
My evil fingers versus her gentle hands
He will know which ghost stands
There, in the darkness.
The ghost that visited he was not Lenore
Your forgiveness, I will not even try to implore.
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Aloha Aina
By Kealohi Minami

T

he call of local birds and ocean waves
kissing the shore in the twilight hours
steadied my spirit. It was a feeling deep in
my na’au I’ve experienced once before while
traveling to Haleakala to greet the sun. As I
watched the shores of Ma’alaea Harbor fade
in the distance while saltwater misted my
skin, an uncontrollable smile grew across
my face.
There’s something magical about returning to the land generations before you
thrived with, a familiarity that’s passed
through your DNA even when separated.
Without even stepping off the boat, I knew
deep in my bones the embrace of the ocean
in the same waters my kupuna deeply respected and adored.
Above water our boat rested at the center of a crescent shaped island while I was
transported into the world below. I was
surprised with bright schools of fish dodging through vibrant coral reefs since I was
accustomed to the murky California waters;
I almost forgot how to swim. Although I was
filled with a deep appreciation for the world
I dove into, my dad who spent summers
with “Maui Grandpa” in the 1980s was disappointed. Decades prior, he explained, the
area was filled with twice the amount of fish
and lively coral reefs than today (2017). My
amazement and wonder turned into a deep
sense of longing for what was and grieving
the loss of what should’ve been.
Transforming the pain into motivation, in
that moment I decided to protect the ‘aina
and life that’s been desecrated at the hands
of a white supremacist, settler state.
This responsibility and connection to
land stems from an Indigenous relationship as Kanaka Maoli (Native Hawaiian) to
be stewards of its needs. Beyond the reefs
where dozens of boats unload tourists daily,
awaits decades-old unexploded ordnances
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from World War II littering Molokini.
A notorious legacy of United States imperialism that reminds us our struggles are
far from over. With the looming darkness of
climate catastrophe within the next decade,
it’s long overdue for tourists and settlers
alike to protect Hawaiian lands bulldozed
to construct a tropical façade. We have an
opportunity to preserve Molokini’s wonders
of biodiversity before it’s sacrificed again for
human comfortability.
Under United States occupation, the once
thriving land is now suffocated by military
presence. Along with a history of environmental negligence, the US military is one of
the largest contributors to climate change in
the world through immense CO2 emissions
surpassing that of countries such as Peru
and New Zealand.
The relentless environmental destruction
beginning in World War II misused the islands of Kaho’olawe and Molokini as a US
military bombing range. Prior to this, Kaho’olawe was mismanaged with goats and
sheep overgrazing that caused accelerated
soil erosion.
This stark example of abuse resulted in
a necessary yet brief remediation period
known as a Forest Reserve (1910–1918) with
nonnative trees known as kiawe (Prosopis
pallida) planted for revegetation. Following
the attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941, martial
law declared the islands as “federal property” to be used as bombing practice for the
military.
They claimed that Molokini resembled a
submarine or battleship above ground, making it an ideal victim of military abuse. Once
bombs landed below the surface, the damage
was irreparable, destroying large amounts of
black coral. Operation Sailor’s Hat in 1965
was a series of 500-ton explosives that simulated a nuclear bomb creating a crater on

Aina Protectors – Yasmin Mendoza
Kaho’olawe that was more than 280-feet in
diameter.
First hand accounts of the impacts on
coral and marine life from explosive ordinances on Molokini in the 1970s and 1980s
were devastating, and caused irreparable
damage. Robert Chambers, owner of Hawaiian Pacific Divers of Maui at the time, saw
the destruction of biodiversity with his own
eyes: “I’ve dived in this blast area over the
years and the bottom is pulverized coral, almost like talcum powder. No new coral larvae can attach to this, and so it remains in
this state 30+ years later.”
The overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom
in 1893 legally severed the connection to culture and land for generations, many of who
could no longer speak their native language
and had little knowledge of kanaka mana’o.
My family, along with countless others, have
taken multiple generations to rekindle the
connection as diaspora trends limit the accessibility of Hawaiian culture.

Even with the odds stacked against us,
colonization couldn’t strip Kanaka Maoli of
their deep connection to the land. What the
settler government didn’t understand is that
connection; they didn’t know the feeling of
sacred land destroyed at the hands of foreign invaders would reignite a nation. The
1970s ushered in an era known as the Hawaiian Renaissance that rekindled the aloha
‘aina movement and a sense of pride through
identity.
Young activists formed the Protect Kaho’lawe ‘Ohana (PKO), and in 1976 more
than 100 protesters departed from Ma’alaea
Harbor to occupy the island. Although most
boats were intercepted by the US Coast
Guard, a group of nine were able to land
safely on the island sparking national attention towards the movement of A.L.O.H.A.
(Aboriginal Lands of Hawaiian Ancestry)
to “Stop the Bombing” with the intention of
ending all military use of the island.
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“It was a huge story. They would
take on the whole federal government, the military, the Navy. Yikes.
And the federal government and the
Navy couldn’t do anything because
they are willing to give up everything. They weren’t compromising.
And that whole statement was revolutionary for everyone that wanted
to see that there was some justice to
the native people in their own homeland.”
— Nainoa Thompson, President
of the Polynesian Voyaging Society

◊◊◊

A

ctivists knew going head to head
with one of the largest militaries
in the world would come with a cost. In
1977, George Helm and Kimo Mitchell disappeared off the shores of Kaho’olawe attempting to find aid through rough waters.
The loss of these young men tugged at the
heartstrings of environmentalists and activists alike, refusing to let their sacrifice to
protect the islands be in vain. Victory came
later that year as Molokini was designated
as a Marine Life Conservation District along
with the 77 acres of underwater terrain —
and this was only the beginning.
In 1980, a lawsuit filed by PKO (Aluli et
al. v. Brown [civil suit no. 76–0380]) reached
a decision for the Navy to ‘survey and protect historic and cultural sites on the island,
clear surface ordnance from 10,000 acres,
continue soil conservation and revegetation
programs, eradicate the goats from the island, limit ordnance impact training to the
central third of the island, and allow monthly PKO accesses to the island.’
After years of fighting for the environment, this was a step in the right direction.
October 22, 1990 was the day President
George Bush declared the islands are no
longer subject to military weaponry and
the Kaho’olawe Island Reserve Commission
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(KIRC) was established to handle environmental preservation after nearly 50 years of
abuse.
Today Kaho’olawe remains uninhabited
due to toxicity in the soil and underwater, but environmental groups and cultural
practitioners are permitted on the island.
The Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) found much of the island is barren
hardpan with sediment-laden runoff affecting nearshore water quality, threatening the
coral reef ecosystem. With the revegetation
of native plants to reduce runoff, marine life
and watersheds are on a slow journey to restore natural biodiversity.
Molokini is now a Hawaii State Seabird
Sanctuary and is home to nesting species
such as Wedge-Tailed Shearwaters, and
Bulwer’s Petrel. The World Wildlife Fund
reports that nearly one-quarter of coral reefs
worldwide are already damaged beyond repair, and the other two-thirds under serious
threat. With the ocean temperature rising
with CO2 emissions — thank you US military — nearly all coral reefs would experience annual bleaching by 2050. The balance
of nature is under threat and we all need to
join together in protecting what’s left of our
marine life and oceans.
In recent events, the Department of Land
and Natural Resources (DLNR) notified
boaters since November 2019 of the presence of two unexploded ordnance (UXO)
around Molokini, announcing to take action
in the Spring of 2020.
“This process began more than six
months ago, and no final decisions have
been made and will not be made without
public engagement. It’s important we hear
from stakeholders.” — Suzanne Case, DLNR
Chair
The Navy proposes to detonate the two
UXO’s in an effort to minimize the harm
to human health, sacrificing the marine life
that’s taken years to restore. The islands are
at the will of the US military forcing environmentalists, politicians, and activists to
raise their voice to preserve the environment.
“To detonate them in place would be an
utter disaster based on previous detonations
there, they’ve just completely obliterated
the reef.” — Alan Friedlander, University of

Hawaii marine scientist and Director of the
Fisheries Ecology Research Lab
The proposal of detonation caused an
uproar with environmental agencies as this
may violate EPA laws.

◊◊◊

“NOAA Fisheries is aware of the
proposal to remove munitions from
the Molokini area, and we have advised the Navy EOD that they need
to consult with NOAA on the effect
of this action on federally protected
species under the Endangered Species Act, the Marine Mammal Protection Act, and on Essential Fish
Habitat, even when they are acting
on an emergency request from the
state.”
— Jolene Lau, National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Association

◊◊◊

A

ctivists across the Hawaiian islands
are organizing and raising awareness
that has gained national attention due to
the power of social media. A petition with
more than 26,433 signatures (as of July 7th,
2020) is fighting for a sound solution that
protects the fragile biodiversity and coral
reefs. With each stakeholder contributing
to the conversation, solidarity between the
people and their dedication to protecting
the environment is the only way to see an
equitable solution.
“I was proud to be guided by the kupuna of the generation before us,” said Dr.
Noa Emmett Aluli, a founder of the PKO.
“Building upon the foundation laid by
George Helm before he passed — it’s been
40 years of working as an extended family
for Aloha ‘Aina throughout our islands —
stopping the bombing of the island; healing
the island; reviving the Makahiki ceremo-

nies; opening access to our fishing grounds
on Moloka’i; protecting our iwi kupuna at
Honokahua, Maui; defending Pele from geothermal development; working for Ea, our
own self-governance, through state, national and international pathways.”
Every aspect of nature across the islands
Kanaka Maoli have a mo’olelo that gives
reason and establishes a guide for how to
interact with it. Oftentimes, it’s referred to
as mythology lacking the basis of science or
reasoning but I implore you to ask yourself:
Why is Hawaiian storytelling considered
myth when it guided the people to thrive
with the land for centuries? Do I truly understand the meaning of the story and how
this influences the relationship to the land?
The misconception that Western knowledge is the only credible form of science is
rooted in colonial concepts while discrediting indigenous storytelling that holds valuable ‘ike and mana’o.
I share with you a mo’olelo that explains
the Kanaka Maoli connection to ‘Aina: the
birth of Haloa to Wakea and Ho’ohokukalani. Their first child, Haloanakalaukapalili,
was buried after being stillborn and in that
same spot the first kalo plant sprouted. The
second born was named Haloa in honor of
their first, reminding us that our ancestors
are the ‘aina.
Just as kalo is a staple that provides for
generations, we have a kuleana to tend to
and respect the land as we would our elders.
Our stories teach us how to interact with
those around and the land beneath us.
Leaving Ma’alaea Harbor in the early
hours of the morning, I understand that distinct feeling of aloha ‘aina is what the PKO
that departed 40 years prior felt. The legacy
of our ancestors lives on within us.
Their dedication to preserving the life of
the land runs through Kanaka Maoli, and is
extended to settlers who respect our culture by fostering that connection to the land
within themselves. Although the full remediation of Kaho’olawe is a long road ahead,
we have an opportunity to change the legacy
of our islands.
There’s a chance to right the wrongs
of the past and preserve the life that calls
Molokini home — this time putting the environment first.
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Ears Best Blind
By Cat Tang

Underwater I don’t understand
swells beneath me, lapping at
the edges of my ears
in whispers of crystal dew.
As the canary sings over me
in cotton candy waves. I try
for transparency, try to leave my body
mutable and permeable to glitter symphony.
I don’t want to understand. Just let
my breath turn to beat,
my skin dissolve, my atoms
return to the fabric of the universe
from which they were borrowed,
and my soul the frosted fog of deja vu.
Remember, the dark street and the soft lamplight
never walked under in this life.
But memory is too slippery,
the brain too rational—always analyzing,
comparing, and compartmentalizing.
Too soon, moonlight melody fragments into
monochrome piano keys, aquatic aria evaporates
into a monotonously familiar synth machine,
inhuman tongue translates into words I know.
The ethereal tapestry unravels, and I’m left holding
a ghost thread of my periwinkle tears.
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Splash – River Danner
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Three Way Split – Keidan Chavez
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When, Dearest, Did You
Remember To Be Afraid?
By Elan Garfias

When flame with flame on cheek was pressed?
When fires lit and passions joined?
When I cried out your name undressed,
When I found God within your loin?
When did you remember to be afraid to feel?
They’re there, I think, and not yet lost,
Those feelings shut up in some part
Of blizzard-ridden permafrost
That hides a wounded, wary heart.
A heart that’s kind and wants to live.
It’s battered and it’s scared
Of all the love it wants to give
If only it just dared.

I panicked once from self-distrust;
You pulled me from the brink.
You fought for me, you fought for us.
You fought to make me think.
You said so many wondrous things.
I hope they weren’t lies.
In truth I think you mean them still
Behind those wistful eyes.
Perhaps they were just empty words,
And empty hugs in which we dwelt,
But I still think your feelings true:
They can’t be in a day unfelt.
I think you’re scared, and I’m scared too.
You made me unafraid to feel.
So now, I’m scared of losing you,
And you’re afraid that this is real.
Dearest, when did you remember to be afraid?

I’ve seen that heart and held it near.
I know how fast it beats.
Intrepid, but still checked by fear
Of haunting past defeats.
It weighs upon me, oft it hurts,
This joy, so strange, so new.
I’m seldom used to happiness.
I’m seldom used to you.

Mirror Image – Emerson Little
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The Goodfellow’s
Path
by Ariana Juarez

Image by River Danner

T

he forest had grown dark long before
the sun had set. The chill cut through
my jacket, and the wind bit at my face as I
hurried along the path. I wanted to check
my phone, be able to look at the time, but
I didn’t dare pull it out. There was no room
for messing up tonight.
The wind howled past me, and for a second I could have sworn that I could hear
it laughing. I looked behind me, but there
was nothing. I hurried along, not daring to
look any further. Before I continued, a hand
reached out and grabbed my elbow. I nearly
screamed before I looked at his face. “Oh,” I
breathed. “It’s just you.”
The man emerged from the trees, loosening his grip on me. “I feel wanted.”
“I’m sorry,” I said. “I’m just nervous. It
took me hours to shake everyone.”
“They still won’t let you be on your own?”
A hint of amusement crept into his voice.
“What’s the matter? Do they think you’re
going to go crazy again? If you want, you can
go back now.”
“Shut up, Robin. This isn’t funny.” I
crossed my arms, and turned away. “No one
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is going to help me. I have to do this without
them. Tell me where we’re going.”
Robin threw his hands up in surrender,
but his mouth was still curved into a smile.
His sleeve rolled down, revealing the seven-point star on his inner wrist. He noticed
my stare, and dropped his hands, hiding it
from sight. “Don’t worry, darling, I haven’t
forgotten our deal. It’s almost midnight. We
need to get moving, before we miss your
chance.”
I took a breath, steeling my nerves. “Okay.
Lead the way.”
◊◊◊
y sister was born as Catalina Naomi Leon. I remember thinking she
was ugly, but I was fascinated by her anyway. Tan bandaids stuck out like a sore
thumb on her brown skin, from her tiny
little hands to her pudgy arms. She was
asleep when my parents brought her back
from the hospital, and a peaceful look on
her face. For a moment, she was an angel.
I had stared at her for what felt like hours.
Then she woke up, and let out a wail that
made my ears ring. My parents had to take
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me away from her, explaining what I could
and couldn’t do with a baby.
I wouldn’t go so far as to say that my parents loved her more, but they certainly did
pay more attention to her. My therapist says
now that I shouldn’t have been surprised.
She was a newborn--they didn’t have much
of a choice. I was already eight, and had a little more independence. But suddenly I was
kept awake at night from her screams for
attention, having to help with diaper changes when Dad started gagging even when I
didn’t want to. They made me their unofficial nanny as soon as I turned nine, only a
few months later.
I don’t hate my sister. Even if I did, nothing could justify what I had done.

◊◊◊
“Beneath the oppressive silence, I
could hear it—the faintest sound of
music, playing merrily through the
trees.”

T

he trees grew longer and leaner, and
the narrow dirt path had started to
disappear beneath our feet. The darkness
was held at bay by the bright glow of the
moon, which had grown in the sky, and
shone with a brilliance that almost made it
painful to look at. I could see Robin looking
at me from the corner of his eye, but I refused to speak first.
“You can’t be scared, you know,” he finally said. “You’ll attract their attention.”
“I’m not scared.”
“Mmm.” He didn’t sound convinced. “Of
course not. Do you think you could try to
look a little happier, then? Your scowl could
scare off the entire forest. A smile would be
nice.”
I frowned at him. “I don’t need your lectures.”
Robin let out a bark of laughter. “Relax,
sweetheart. It’s just advice.” He came closer,
his face inches from mine as he came closer.
“Besides, if it comes down to it, I’ll protect
you, sweetheart,” he drawled, slinging his
arm over my shoulder.
I wrinkled my nose and stepped back,
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determined to not play into his games anymore. “Whatever. Let’s just keep going,
okay?”
“Go where?” Robin threw his hands out,
gesturing to the thick trees that surrounded
us. I hadn’t noticed, but the sounds of the
night seemed to have vanished, leaving an
eerie silence that blanketed the forest. Even
the wind had stopped howling, and the trees
held completely still.
“Do you hear that?” he asked me, and his
grin turned wicked with glee.
Beneath the oppressive silence, I could
hear it—the faintest sound of music, playing
merrily through the trees. The sound sent a
shiver down my spine, but with it, I could
feel the first surge of hope. “Yes,” I breathed.
“I do.”

◊◊◊

I

f you asked me, Catalina was spoiled.
This was something that was expected of little kids, especially younger siblings,
but drove me insane. When my mother tried
to put her to sleep, she would stay up for
hours, hitting the wall and wailing until
someone came to comfort her. Her appetite
was voracious, and she would beg for more
food until she nearly threw up. The only
one who didn’t give in was me. I would get
scolded, but I didn’t think I was wrong. I
had picked her up when she was about three
years old, and she bit my chest so hard it
drew blood. Our parents found us on the
floor crying and screaming at one another.
I never forgot the anger in my mother’s eyes
that I had hurt her child. I knew then that
Catalina and I weren’t the same.
Our relationship was strange, but I didn’t
hate her.

◊◊◊

T

he music grew louder the deeper we
went into the trees, where the roots
became thicker, and the branches began to
snag at my hair and jacket. Robin whistled
to the music, though it seemed to change
every few seconds. I could have sworn that
I heard the sound of a lilting harp, until a
few moments later I would hear a deep bass
grumbling through the forest, shaking the
ground beneath me.
“Is that normal?” I asked him.
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He stopped whistling, and paused to listen to the music. “No,” he said, completely
serious. “Their music choices are usually
awful. Guess they finally got someone good
on the AUX.”
I scowled at him. “I’m being serious.”
“So am I! You should’ve heard the music
they used to play. Yawn. Trust me, you’re
the most interesting thing to have happened
in a hundred years.”
I frowned. “I can’t tell if you’re messing
with me.”
He winked at me. “Of course not, darling.
Would I ever lead you astray?” He laughed at
his own joke, and continued before I could
answer. “What you’re looking for is just beyond the clearing. Just remember, stick by
me, and for the love of everything, do not
eat or drink anything that anyone gives you.
And most important--”
“Don’t join in on the dance,” I finished.
I gave him a tight-lipped smile. “If I didn’t
know any better, I’d say you’re worried
about me.”
He smirked. “Don’t think too much about
it. If you mess this up, we’re both in trouble.
Now hurry up. We have a party to attend.”
“What do you mean, I have to take her
with me?”
My mother frowned, and I bit my lip,
stopping my protest. It was Halloween
night, and my phone was buzzing with texts
from my friends, demanding to know where
I was at. Catalina stood by her knees, fidgeting with her own baby blue dress and picking at the straps that connected the fake
wings to her back.
“I don’t see the issue,” she said. “I don’t
judge you and your friends when you’re going trick-or-treating at fifteen. But when I
want you to bring your little sister, then it’s
a problem?”
“Yeah, because it’s with my friends,” I
said. “We were going to have a party after.”
Her tone became sharper. “Is it a party
with alcohol?”
“No!”
“Then I don’t see the problem. Just take
her trick-or-treating, and if you want to
party so bad, come back home and do something here.”
“This isn’t fair. I watch her everyday--”
“She’s a child--”

“--I never get to go out--”
“--you better watch your mouth--”
“--and when I do, I have to bring her
along? Why can’t she be with her own
friends?”
“Enough!” Her shout made my voice die
in my throat, and I fought the anger that
threatened to claw its way to the top. “Your
father and I do everything for you two, and
when I ask you for a favor, you act as if I’m
pulling off your fingernails. You can’t even
do one thing--”
There was nothing to be done in the
end—she was coming with me, like it or not.
Catalina had said nothing throughout the
entire exchange, keeping her eyes downcast
as she clutched her pumpkin-shaped bag.
“And be back before ten,” my mother
shouted, right as I slammed the door, Catalina was hot on my heels. The sun had set, and
kids were already milling about the streets.
“Keep up,” I said, and pulled out my
phone. It rang once, twice, before being
picked up.
“Where are you?” The voice of my best
friend shot through the speakers. “I’ve been
waiting with Nina and Derrick for the last
thirty minutes..
“Sorry, Drea. I had a fight with my mom.
She’s making me bring my sister.”
“Is that it?” Drea’s voice relaxed. “You’ll
be fine. Besides, people’ll think we’re less
crazy for trick-or-treating if we’ve got a kid
with us.”
“Are you serious? It was supposed to be
just us!”
“It’ll be fine. Cat’s a cute kid, anyway.
You’re being a sourpuss. Just get here soon,
Nina has been anxious to get going for the
last hour.” She hung up before I had the
chance to respond.
I shoved my phone back into my pocket,
and glared at my sister. “I hope you’re happy.”
Catalina looked away from me, her fingers clutching her bag even tighter. I could
feel the tiniest flicker of guilt, but I was too
angry to listen to it. “Come on,” I said. “We
can stop by a few houses on the way, alright?
We’ll get you all the candy you can eat.”
That didn’t get her to look at me, but she
gave me the tiniest nod, and rushed ahead,
her plastic wings bouncing with every step.

I followed behind her, my eyes glued on the
clock of my phone.
Drea’s house was on the far side of town-not an incredible distance, but definitely a
good walk. We started to get further away
from the main street, the sound of voices growing fainter as we approached the
woods. I could hear the sound of Halloween
parties in the distance, music faintly echoing through the silent night.
“Hurry up,” I snapped at her. “We’re already late!”

◊◊◊

“He wants me to go into the
woods.”

C

atalina was terrified of this part of
the woods, but in my mind, I figured
the faster we got out of there, the better off
we both were. She kept by my side, her fingers holding mine in a death grip. We were
only half a mile from Andrea’s house when
she stopped dead in her tracks, staring hard
at the trees.
“Cat,” I said, trying not to sound too aggravated. “We have to go.”
“There’s a man in the woods,” she said.
Her voice was so soft I had to strain to hear
her.
“What?” I said. Alarm bells began ringing
in my head. I pushed her behind me, scanning the trees intently. “Where? I don’t see
anyone.”
She kept silent, staring into the woods.
My fear was still there, but I could feel my
irritation creep back. “Look, Cat, your doctors keep telling us that you--”
“He’s real!” she insisted. “I’m not making
him up. I saw him!” She was swaying on her
feet, so much that I thought she would collapse. “He keeps playing music. He wants
me to go into the woods.”
I was positive she was making it up now,
but her words unnerved me, and the dark
woods weren’t helping. “Okay, you clearly
need to talk to Mom when we get home, but
we need to get out of here now.” I grabbed
her arm, trying to drag her along.
She dug her heels into the ground, letting
out a shriek. “No! You can’t!”
I pulled her, harder, and she stumbled for-
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ward, letting out a pitiful wail. She leaned
forward, teeth bared, and gnawed at my
wrist, her teeth sinking into my skin. I let
go with a yelp, and she fell forward, landing on her knees. I stepped away from her,
clutching my wrist. “Ugh! Fine, you little
freak. Stay here with your imaginary friend.
If you want to get lost in the woods, that’s
your problem. I don’t need you around.”
I stormed down the path, my wrist throbbing. I had made it halfway through before
guilt began to gnaw at my gut, and I sighed.
“Cat, come on. I can’t just leave you—”
But when I looked back, she wasn’t there.
“Cat?” I sprinted back to where I thought
I had left her, but there was no sign of her.
I could barely see our footprints on the dirt
path. “Cat!”
I spent hours calling her name, shouting
and receiving no reply. The woods seemed to
grow around me as I tore through the trees,
trying to find any sign of her. I only stopped
when I finally found her wings, muddied and
abandoned deep in the woods. I collapsed
next to them, my dirty hands gripping the
cellophane.
“Was she important to you?”
I looked over towards the source of the
voice—a boy my age, someone I didn’t recognize, but who I would come to know. I
was too numb to cry, too numb to respond.
I opened my mouth to try and reply, but all
that came out was a strangled gasp.
He seemed to understand, though. “You
can’t blame yourself. They would have taken her anyway.” He looked at me, small and
pathetic, the woods surrounding us. I don’t
know what possessed him, but he rolled
his eyes to the heavens, and sighed. “If you
think you can pull yourself together, you
need to come back here.” His face was set in
a dark expression. “No one else will be able
to help her if you don’t.”
They found me in the middle of the night,
still clutching it in my hands, my voice
hoarse from screaming.

◊◊◊

“Don’t be shy—there’s room for
everyone, here.”
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I

t was like a switch had been flipped;
the forest disappeared, giving way
to an open dance floor, where dozens had
gathered, their voices chattering under
the music. Several were dancing, twirling
around partygoers, bouncing beneath the
stage where musicians played a hearty jazz
tune. Large mushrooms gathered between
people’s feet, forming a large, winding ring
around the party. Dainty lights moved
around the party, giving a soft glow to the
guests.
“Stop that,” Robin hissed at me, and I
realized that I had started swaying to the
music. I stopped, shaking my head to focus
myself.
“What do we do now?” I asked.
“I need to talk to some people,” he said. At
my look, he held up his hand. “Relax, princess. It will look bad if I ignore everyone.
Besides, this is going to give me a chance to
see if anyone knows where she is. You need
to stay by me, and let me do all the talking,
okay? Whatever you do, don’t join the circle.”
He strolled into the party with ease, an
easygoing smile slipping onto his face. I
plunged in after him, forcing myself to zero
in on the back of his head. Several of the
guests called out to him, calling out greetings and invites to join the dance, their
clothes fluttering in a breeze that didn’t exist, their smiles a little too sharp. He greeted
them all with a smile, a laugh, a polite shake
of the head. The jazz music had faded into
a hearty rock song that sounded familiar,
but I was too dizzy to notice. I kept myself
focused on Robin, my nails digging into my
arm hard enough to draw blood.
After what felt like hours, he approached
a regal looking woman, a silver chalice held
in her hands. She was beautiful in a way
that made her look alien, her cheekbones
too high, her pupils a slit, teeth just slightly
pointed. Her long, black hair cascaded over
her shoulders and down her waist. Her dress
looked as though it were made of starlight.
When she saw him approach, her smile
looked like a satisfied cat.
“My dear good fellow,” she purred, raising
her goblet towards him. “How nice of you
to finally join us.” She spared me a glance,
brow raised. “What are you doing bringing

this here?”
I opened my mouth to retort, but Robin’s
hand came to rest on my shoulder, squeezing hard. “Aww, c’mon, ‘Tania, the more the
merrier, right?”
“Don’t call me that.”
“Yes ma’am!” He laughed, but it sounded
strained. “Listen, I was just out in the mortal realm, and I was hoping I could make a
little run with one of the new handmaidens
around here.”
She let out a laugh that sounded like bells.
“Is that why you brought it here?” She gestured towards me, giving me a critical eye,
and I gritted my teeth. “You always were a
trusted member of my court, Robin. She’s a
little old for my taste, but children aren’t as
sturdy as they used to be. Too dependent on
those blasted phones now. Horrible interference with the music, you know, but my
husband insists we stick with tradition.”
She rolled her eyes.
“That’s not exactly what I meant, your
majesty…”.
The music was overwhelming, a cacophony of violins playing a tune that made me
want to spin in a circle. Robin’s voice began
to fade into the music, and I could feel my
brain start to cloud over. My gaze wandered
to the floor, at the dancing guests, keeping
in time to an impossible rhythm, where I
could just make out—
“Catalina.”
“I beg your pardon?” the woman said to
me. She slammed her goblet down on a nearby mushroom top, her pretty face curving
into a scowl. “How dare you interrupt me in
my own Court—”
I wasn’t paying attention. Her old fairy
dress was gone, replaced by shimmering
green threads, and her eyes looked like glass.
Her small body was swaying to the music,
her legs trembling with the effort to keep
her upright. A group of them had gathered
around her, laughing and pointing as she
tried to stay standing. I could see her shivering from where I was.
“Robin, get your pet to answer me now.”
Robin looked dumbstruck. “I—your majesty, please, she really doesn’t—”
Before either of them could say anything
else, I sprinted across the pavilion, my vision
zeroed in on the sight of my sister. I ignored

the gasps of the crowd, the quiet murmurs
of shock as I pushed my way through the
dancing crowd. The music had faded, the
instruments ending on a sour note, and for a
brief moment, the only sound there was me,
calling out to my sister.
“Cat? Cat, it’s me.” I knelt down to her
level, brushed her dirty hair out of her
face, my fingers trembling. It had only been
two months, but it felt like years. Her eyes
looked through me, but she was trembling
from exhaustion. “Please, Cat, just look at
me.”
The music had stopped. For a horrible
moment, I thought she wouldn’t say anything, and that her eyes would remain empty and hollow. Her eyes blinked once, twice,
and finally looked back at me. She looked
alive.
“Alex?” She sounded so confused. “I’m really tired. Please let me go home.”
Catalina looked past me, and flinched
away. I turned around, tucking her into my
arms as the graceful woman approached
us, her beautiful face set in a thunderous
expression. The party had now fallen completely silent, the guests watching with interest. Their faces were alien, cruel smiles
too large for their faces or whispers of fear
for the queen before them. Robin stood in
the crowd, his jovial self gone, replaced with
a grim stare. There was nothing he could do
now.
“Tired,” the woman repeated. “It’s a party,
my dear, you don’t simply get tired.” Her lips
curved into a grin, revealing pointed teeth as
sharp as needles. “You wanted to attend my
revelry so badly, and now you want to leave?
How rude of you.” She clapped her hands,
the sound echoing through the pavilion.
“Come on, now! Don’t be shy—there’s room
for everyone, here.”
The music began to pick up again, hesitantly, as though unsure of what to do, before blowing into a loud cacophony of instruments and voices. Catalina sobbed into
my chest, but I couldn’t hear her—there was
only the music, buzzing and rolling through
my mind, until there was nothing else.
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Ghostly Spaces
By Milah Afonin

My friends whose deaths have slowed my heart stay with me now.
Their golden voices gentle like sun rays upon my skin,
quiet warmth tingling beneath the surface even after gaping hours
of being inside.
The void, leaving fallen words
on paper blurred and bleeding from splotched tears.
That ghost ship calls too often, ready to ferry me
on the wind of memories.
Too many consider remembering their deaths as painful,
that there is red anger and slate grief that they must push through.
But I bask in their memory on the pebbled sand of summer beaches,
in the silent drives and empty passenger seats.
Their words float in the melody of old Willie Nelson songs
played in times of sorrow, yet all I see are the turbulent
colors of the words they brought to life, reminding me
I am still here.
I had a running joke that I was either going to die first,
Or cry at their funerals.
I guess they won’t be the ones needing tissues.
My heart beats quieter, slower, prolonging death
so that I may live their lives for them.
They are besides me, in me.
Even if I am left hollow inside
I won’t fill myself up.
But I’ll dance in the rain,
Burn my tongue on coffee and smile at our pictures, even
if there’s empty spaces in my heart.

Space in Time – Tori O’Campo
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Timelapse
By Cat Tang

February again—last year went by
in a blip of nothingness. It feels like
both yesterday and five years ago
when we were splitting the bill three-way
over dessert and golden crunch sushi rolls,
passing around a big bowl of kopan black ramen,
and laughing about the way-too-salty bulgogi.
Remember when we went to see the lights?
I brought my backpack, full of soggy egg rolls
and dysfunctional hot packs. We shook,
shook, shook them as we walked through
the kaleidoscope forest, desperately trying
to keep our fingers from freezing and falling off.
Very helpfully, they only got hot later, when we
were already toasty inside the heated mall.
I remember crossing the 10 p.m. parking lot
with you, commiserating over twin tales
of learning-to-drive blunders and our parents
yelling at us in frustration.
Now you’re licensed, just in time to celebrate
turning 21, and, well…I’m still getting there.
Graduation looms ahead like the dreaded drop
of a rollercoaster I really don’t want to be on.
Have you ever seen someone
looking at the light at the end of the tunnel,
only to turn around and sprint back into the darkness?
That’s me. I’m not ready for whatever’s out there.
I want to make more soy sauce-scented, purple
butterfly, pop-infused memories with you.
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Instead, I’m putting away my heavy winter blankets.
Didn’t I just take them out? Spring and summer
are in a fistfight over who should take the place of winter.
Last month it fucking snowed here—Southern California,
elevation 525 feet. Well, no, okay, it was tapioca-sized hail,
but it fell in such a flurry and blanketed the rooftops,
lawns, and streets, like a two-weeks-late white Christmas.
From my bedroom window, I watched my across-the-street
neighbors run outside in masks and shorts, siblings slinging
snowballs at each other with shouts of glee. The next day,
the sun said, “Party’s over, kids,” and melted everything
in proximity, including me. I laid in a goopy puddle
on the kitchen floor, trying to soak up the remaining chill
in the tiles. No luck versus those 103 degree Fahrenheit rays.
The calendar says February 2021, but I find myself
double-checking and triple-checking the date. I was sure
last week was already March or April when I was sitting
on the front porch cutting my nails. As the world glowed
gorgeously green, a hummingbird even stopped by to say hello.
Groundhog, Punxsutawney Phil, are you sure we’ll have
six more weeks of winter? Then again, during
a recent zumba session in my backyard, I stared
at the backside of a neighbor’s house and something
in the twilight terrified me. Surely I’d time-travelled
back to between October and November, dancing
orange-and-brown with the ghosts in that autumn air.
And how can I forget the foggy morning
when a stray memory bumped into my body
as I was getting dressed for Zoom class?
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Suddenly I was eighteen again, in Senior Year
of high school, preparing to walk to first period
(or maybe run, since I was always late).
Even after the memories returned me to my body,
“Spring Day” swelled to a symphonic climax
inside my head, and I half-expected snow
and pink petals to fall simultaneously outside my window.
Maybe they’re steeped in the scent of dreams now
and fizzing at the edges thanks to spotty Wifi,
but we’re still making memories, aren’t we?
We’ve swapped hugs for virtual high-fives
and sharing earbuds for collaborative Spotify playlists.
We send “miss your face” postcards and paper-heart
birthday hugs—pretending we haven’t seen them
if they somehow arrive a week too early—
and take “quarantine selfies” via video calls,
preserving those big goofy smiles born from
taunting each other with foods we can’t taste
and screaming over sonnets during late-night writing sessions.
It’s only until we can embark on a restaurant tour
between our cities and stuff ourselves silly
on Asian food, it’s only until we can swim alongside
a sea of ninety-thousand other delighted ants
at the indefinitely-postponed concert, it’s only until
I can squish, squish, squish, you to refill
my hug quota that’s dropped into the negatives.
Until spring comes again, friend.
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Ugly is Beautiful – Keidan Chavez
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The Greenleaf Review is edited and published by Whittier
College students to reflect the wide variety of voices and
experiences comprising our dynamic community.
We hope this unwavering representation of who we are can
help guide us through these challenging times and contribute
to the experiment of openness, inclusion, and leadership that
is Whittier at its best.
This is our Voices in Color, we hope you enjoyed the view!
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